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Abstract



Abstract Demography is the branch of social sciences concerned with the study of human populations, their structure and change (through births, deaths, and migration), and their relationship with the natural environment and with social and economic change. Demographic indicators could include population size, population growth rate, crude birth rate, crude death rate, total fertility rate, life expectancy and infant mortality. While projections are the results of a specific set of assumptions about those indicators, regarding the future population and accuracy of a given projection can be judged by the merits of its assumptions. Studying demography is important in Kurdistan Region because there have not been so many demographic researches done in the last twenty years, that is why this field suffers from lack of information about all the three structures; births, deaths, and migration. No population census took place since 1987, so the region needs more of demographic researches and surveys to do accurate planning for future need of population. In this research the two methods of Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General are used to project the population of Kurdistan Region from (1987) to (2009). Assuming migration as zero, because of lack of migration data. As a result the net total migration for the whole period of projections is estimated. Besides the results from the two mentioned methods are compared with each other and with the actual population in (2009). At last the same two methods of Coale-Demeny East and United Nations were used to construct life tables for Iraq for year (2009). Making projections, data for (22) years can be obtained in some way for total population and population of males and females according to (5) year age groups, so these data can be used for future researches. viii
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CHAPTER ONE - Introduction - Aim of the Thesis - Literature Review



Chapter one; Introduction, Aim of Thesis and Literature review



1.1: Introduction [9] [13] Studying and doing researches on demography as a quantitative social science that deals with every aspect of human populations has many important reasons such as; calculating the population growth for future necessities by population individuals such as food, clothing and other things throughout their lives. Secondly to know the nature and trend of population such as the percentage of young and old people, fertility and mortality rates, the future needs of schools, hospitals, kindergartens, social insurances, welfare systems and government expenditures about all of these stuff. The better the decision makers know all of these rates, trends and numbers, the easier they can see the future demands and the more accurate the planning is. The reasons of why demography is central science are; firstly the units of analysis are simple. In other sciences such as sociology and psychology and many other fields it is not easy to have simple units of analysis, while in demography we count males, females, babies, young and old people, families, and etc. Secondly demographic changes, especially mortality and fertility are basically much more regular than other aspects of behaviour. Thirdly and finally demography depends on all other social sciences that have a common area of study in common with each of them. [9] Demographers have used the term projection to describe calculations of future population. There are many reasons for choosing this terminology. Firstly; projection is a more inclusive term than forecast. A forecast is a particular type of projection. That is why all forecasts are projections, but not all projections are forecasts. Secondly projections can serve other purposes besides predicting future population; it is believed that the term projection facilitates the discussion of these alternate roles. Finally, demographers have often intended their calculations of future population as merely illustrative rather than predictive projection fits more closely with this intention than forecast. [13] 2
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1.2: Aims and Importance of the Thesis Aims of the thesis are about two axes, which can be summarized as; 1. Yearly early estimating of population components for twenty two years starting from 1987 and ending at (2009) through projections, which can be used as a basis for future forecasts. 2. Determining the net migration in (2009), this is done by taking the difference between the actual data from the limiting and enumeration operations and the projected data for the year (2009). Importance of the thesis can be summarized as; 1. Since we do not have any data about demographic components for most of that period, the projected data for the years between (1987) and (2009) can be useful for understanding how the trends of fertility, mortality, births and life expectancies used to be during those twenty two years and secondly to use those projected data as basis for future forecasts. 2. As there is no clear information about how many people of Kurdistan Region population have left the country and emigrated to European and other countries and how many people from middle and south of Iraq have moved to Kurdistan region. This thesis provides us with a number of net migrations in to and out of Kurdistan region, though the net migration number is not so accurate, but it is much better than not having and knowing the number of people which have immigrated to Kurdistan Region from different parts of Iraq in the last few years.
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1.3: Obstacles and Problems Like most of the scientific researchers in Kurdistan Region, the researcher have faced so many obstacles and problems while trying to collect the data needed, but since this thesis is the first thesis made about demography from a statistical perspective in Kurdistan Region, there was no idea that there will be that much obstacles and those big number of problems, some of them are listed below: 1. Lack of recently made censuses, the last census in Kurdistan Region is in (1987), we should have had at least two more censuses -in (1997) and (2007)- by now, but we do not have any except the limiting and enumeration operations in (2009) which is not a national census. 2. Lack of surveys about demography, especially in (1990)’s and early (2000)’s, the surveys are either not about demographic components or they do not contain enough information. 3. Vital registration is one of the most important sources of demographic data, the problems in Kurdistan Region is that vital registration data of the whole region is being gathered neither in Ministry of Health nor in Ministry of planning. There are so many Offices for Registration of Births and Deaths in Kurdistan Region which report their monthly data to General Directorates of Health in the three main cities of Hawler, Sulaimaniyah and Duhok, though the data is being collected not on a correct basis and they are not up to date, but still they are not being gathered in any ministry or office inside government. Plus all deaths are not registered in registration offices of births and deaths, they are being reported to general directorates of health by forensic institutes. The same thing happens with these data and they are not being gathered in neither Ministry of Health or at the Ministry of Planning.
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For a researcher to have access to the data of deaths and births for the last year for example in Sulaimaniyah Province, instead of visiting only Presidency of Health in Sulaimaniyah to receive the date, the researcher has to visit four general directorates of health; Sulaimaniyah, Garmiyan, Sharazour and Raparin directorates and at least four forensic institutes. Each of those General Directorates has a number of Offices for Registration of Deaths and Births, for example Sulaimaniyah Directorate of Health has thirteen offices, Sharazour has two offices. So a researcher has to visit at least (30) government offices, in order he or she can obtain the data of births and deaths in Sulaimaniyah Province. And if he or she is working on the whole Kurdistan Region, this process has to be repeated in Hawler and Duhok Provinces as well. This all beside the fact that the data which have been collected by Registration Offices and Forensic Institutes are not up to date, they are all written on registration files and not entered into databases on computers, are not sufficient and does not contain every detail that is needed by the researcher. In addition to all of the obstacles mentioned and as it is mentioned in this section that this study is the first of its type done in Kurdistan Region, there are only few references about demography in the libraries which do not exceed five references which are mostly in Arabic language.
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1.4: Literature Review [6] [8] [11] [14] [19] John Graunt is deemed to be the founder of demography. Graunt was born in London in (1620), he died in the same city in poverty in (1674). Although lacking any higher education and untrained in the sciences or mathematics, he published in (1662) the first-known quantitative analysis of a human population, Natural and Political Observations Made Upon the Bills of Mortality.



[11]



After John Graunt each of and Edmond Halley (1693) from England, Willem Kersseboom (1742) from Holland, Antoine Deparcieux (1746) from France and Per Wargentin (1766) from Sweden Peter Süssmilch (1775) from Germany, has worked on “demography” under different names.



[6]



Demography as a term was firstly used by Belgian statistician Achille Guillard in his book “Elements of Human Statistics or Comparative Demography” in (1855). He is the first one to recognize that more males are born than females and that females have greater life expectation than males. He also was credited to be one of the first to recognize the phenomenon of rural to urban migration.



[8]



As for this thesis the most important work Graunt has done is that he developed a crude mortality table that finally led to the modern life table, life tables are the basis for calculating life expectancy and are the main techniques which are used projections in our thesis. So, the method used in projections in our thesis which is life table method, is one of the main works of John Graunt, the founder of demography. Between (1951) and (1998), the United Nations has produced (16) sets of estimates and projections covering all countries and areas of the world. Prior to (1978), new revisions were published approximately every (5) years; since then, they have been published every (2) years. These projections, published in their World Population Prospects series, include four scenarios which differ in their assumptions about future fertility rates: high, medium, and low 6
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fertility scenarios, as well as an illustrative scenario in which fertility is held constant at current rates. In (1978), the World Bank began producing population projections associated with their annual World Development Report. Projections are made at the country level, and until (1984) results were reported only for (1990), (2000), and the year in which the population became stationary. More recent versions of the World Development Reports contain population projections out to (2000) and (2025), but not the year at which stationarity is achieved. In (1983) Anslye J. Coale and Paul Demeny produced four families of model life tables which are used in projection of nations, subnations and regions. In (1992), Lee and Carter developed a new extrapolation method for modeling and forecasting mortality based on the analysis of long term trends, and used it to make probabilities forecasts and life expectancies and applied it to the U.S population. [14] In (2014) Kurdistan Regional Statistics Office made an estimation for Kurdistan Region population from (2009-2020) using Spectrum Software. [19] There are very few researches which have been done about demography in whole Iraq as country and there are no demographical researches in Kurdistan region before this one. We are going to mention some of those demographical researches which were made in Iraq and we could have access to them; 1. The research about Infant Mortality in Nineva Province which was submitted by the researcher Sama Sa’di Ali Al-Hashmi to the University of Baghdad in (2005). In this research the researcher used time series methods for future projections in postneonatal, natal and infant mortality and compares between the methods. The researcher used static graph and SPSS softwares in calculations.
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[22]
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2. The research about Population projections of Basrah Governorate which was submitted by the researcher Nadea Ali A’ead Al-Hemedawy to the University of Baghdad in (2005). In this research the researcher used Components Method to estimate the population in Basra using fertility, mortality and migration projections.



[20]



3. The research about Forecasting of Age-Specific Death Rates and Constructing Life Tables which was submitted by the researcher Ahmed Fadhel Fattah to University of Al Mustansiriyah in (2006). The researcher in this research used the method that depends on incorporate demographic model as known (Lee-carter) model with the time series methods to make long-term forecasts with confidence intervals of age specific mortality rates and life table functions for France from (1960-2001).



[21]



4. The thesis about Estimation of Net Maternity Function which was submitted by the researcher Dhiya Awwad Kadhem to the University of Baghdad in (2008). The aim of this research is to interpret the population growth rate according to the net maternity function distribution and declaring the required information for the process of population forecasting and demonstrating the mechanism that the population change depends on. [23]
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Chapter two; Theoretical Part



2.1: Introduction [8] [9] [11] [13] Demography is a scientific study of human populations. The word demography comes from the Greek words δηµoσ (demos) for population and γραφια (graphia) for “description” or “writing,” thus the phrase, “writings about populations.” [8] [11] Demography is the social science that deals with; the size, composition, and distribution of the human population of a specific area at a given time, changes in population size and composition; the structures of these changes the factors that affect these structures; and the consequences of changes in population size, composition, and distribution, or in the components themselves. Demography can also be defined as the science that studies the three basic processes which affect the population size and composition; fertility, migration and mortality.



[9]



While population projections are conditional statements about the future. They show what the population would be if particular assumptions were to hold true. However, they do not predict whether those assumptions actually will hold true. This means, population projections are always ‘right’ barring a mathematical error in calculating them. Because they make no predictions regarding the future, they can never be proven wrong by future events.



[13]



2.2: World Population [17] According to the last report launched by Department of Economic and Social Affairs in United Nations on 29th July (2015) under the title of “World Population Prospects: The (2015) Revision”, it is indicated that the current population of the world is (7.3) billion and it is expected to reach (8.5) billion by (2030), (9.7) billion in (2050) and (11.2) billion in (2100).
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It has been mentioned in the report that “most of the projected increase in the world’s population can be attributed to a short list of high-fertility countries, mainly in Africa, or countries with already large populations”. Regarding fertility the report says that future population growth depends highly on the trend that future fertility will take, as relatively small changes in fertility can generate large differences in total population when projected over ten year periods. It is also been mentioned that in past years fertility has declined in virtually all areas of the world. As for Life expectancy at birth it is indicated that it has increased significantly in the least developed countries in recent years. [17] 2.3: Basic Demographic Equation [9] Populations change in size and composition as a result of countable number of events. For instance consider the population of a specific country, this country at some time (t) contains (Pt ) persons, and that in (1) year it contains (Pt+ 1) persons. Then the following equation can be written down as it is basic demographic equation: P t+1 = Pt + Bt - Dt + It - Et



… (2.1)



Where; Bt : is births during the period (t) and (t+1) Dt : is deaths during the period (t) and (t+1) It : is the number of immigrants during the period (t) and (t+1) Et : is the number of emigrants during the period (t) and (t+1) The quantity (Bt - Dt ) is called the natural increase, if the number of deaths is more than the number of births, then we have (Dt > Bt ), which indicates negative natural increase, or natural decrease. The quantity (It - Et ) is known as the net migration.
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Figure (1) Representation of multiple state of basic demographic equation (Bt ), (Dt ), (It ) and (Et ) [9]



2.4: Sources of Demographic Data [4] [9] Data are needed on both the number of events occurring within the given time interval, and the population exposed to the risk of experiencing those events, when we need to calculate any demographic rate. These data are normally obtained from three main sources which are; 1. Population Censuses These are the most important and the most widely used source of data about the exposed-to-risk. Most countries have regular censuses, in which everyone resident in the country on a specific night is counted, and they are asked to respond to questions about age, sex, occupation, marital status, etc. These answers allow demographers to make an accurate calculation of the population structure on the night of the census, and makes them provide 12
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sufficient data to enable demographers to calculate the exposed-to-risk of rates of interest. [4] [9] 2. Vital Registration This source provides data about the events themselves. In developed countries, it is usually a legal requirement to register the birth of every child, all marriages, and each death. At the time of registration, other details may be collected. For example, when the birth of a child is registered, details about ages and occupation of the mother and father are asked. When a death is registered, the age of the deceased is recorded. [4] [9] 3. Surveys Although censuses and vital registration data can provide most of the information which demographers need, there are cases when additional and more detailed information is required. For example, in censuses or vital registration systems no questions are routinely asked about how many children a woman has already had, which demographers need in many analyses of fertility. Gaps in the data provided by censuses and vital registration can be filled by carrying out special surveys to extract the particular information required.



[9]



2.5: Mortality As human beings or population actors our final behaviour on the earth is our death, our death is one of the most important events in our life. This is a certainty that every one of us has been born and every one of us will die. Mortality can be defined as “the frequency with which death occurs in the population”.



[11]
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2.5.1: Crude Death Rate (CDR) [5] [9] The simplest and most common measure of mortality is the crude death rate. The crude death rate is defined as the ratio of deaths in a year per (1000) of the midyear population. That is; 𝐶𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =



total number of deaths in a given year ∗ 1000 total mid − year population



This can be simply written as; D



𝐶𝐷𝑅 = ∗ 1000 P



… (2.2)



Where; D: is the total number of deaths in a given year P: is the total mid-year population



2.5.2: Age-specific Death Rates (ASDR) [5] [9] Since crude death rates do not provide a great deal of information about mortality and it is recommended by the United Nations to tabulate deaths by age. The risk of dying differs greatly with age, and this difference is not indicated by the crude death rate. That is why demographers often find it useful to use age-specific death rates. The age-specific death rate at age (x) years is defined as the ratio of deaths of people aged (x) years last birthday per (1000) to the mid-year population aged (x) years. That is; 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =



𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 deaths of people aged x years ∗ 1000 mid − year population aged x years



This simply can be written as;
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𝑚𝑥 =



𝐷𝑥 𝑃𝑥



… (2.3)



* 1000



Where; mx : is the age-specific death rate Dx : is the number of deaths of people aged (x) years last birthday Px : is the mid-year population of people aged (x) years. 2.6: Standardization 2.6.1: The Standardized Death Rate



[9]



If we are using the same population age structure when comparing different populations we’ll avoid the problem of confounding and this procedure is called direct standardization. The resulting single-figure index is known as the standardized death rate. In comparing the mortality experience of several populations, we denote these populations by letters (A), (B), etc. In direct standardization we compare two or more sets of age-specific death rates by examining their impact on the same standard age structure.



Standardized Death Rate for Population (A) =



∑ (𝐴 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥 ∑ 𝑆𝑃𝑥 𝑥



=



∑ (𝐴 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



.



∑ 𝑆𝑃𝑥 𝑥



=



∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥 ∑ 𝑆𝑃𝑥 𝑥



= CDR * CMF
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∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥 ∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



.



∑ (𝐴 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥 ∑ (𝑆 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



… (2.4)
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Where; ∑ (𝑆 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



is the crude death rate (CDR) in standard population.



∑ 𝑆𝑃𝑥 𝑥



∑ (𝐴 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



is the comparative mortality factor (CMF) for population (A)



∑ (𝑆 𝑚 𝑆 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



𝐴𝑚𝑥 : are the age-specific death rates at age (x) last birthday in population (A) 𝑆𝑃𝑥 : is the population exposed to the risk of death at age (x) last birthday in this standard population. Now,



CMF for population (A) =



∑ {𝑆𝑚 𝑆 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 (𝐴𝑚𝑥 / 𝑆𝑚𝑥) } 𝑥



… (2.5)



∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝑆 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 ) 𝑥



2.6.2: The Standardized Mortality Ratio (SMR) [9] The standardized mortality ratio which is also known as indirect standardization is the ratio of actual number of deaths in population (A) to the number of deaths that would be expected in population (A) if it experienced the age-specific death rates of the standard population. It can be written as;



SMR for Population (A) =



∑ {𝑆𝑚 𝐴 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 (𝐴𝑚𝑥 / 𝑆𝑚𝑥) } 𝑥



∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝐴 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 ) 𝑥
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This may be simplified to



∑ (𝐴 𝑚 𝐴 ) 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 𝑥



and is called standardized mortality



∑ (𝑆𝑚 𝐴 𝑥 𝑃𝑥 ) 𝑥



ratio for population (A). The (SMR) is another single-figure index which compares mortality without the problem of confounding. Because it is obtained without the knowledge of the age-specific death rates in the populations to be compared.



2.6.3: Age Standardization [9] There is a method for taking into account such a factor as age composition in their comparisons of the death rates among different countries, which is known as standardization and the most popular form of this standardization is age standardization. Young populations tend to have low (CDR) values, and old populations have high (CDR) values. One way to consider this issue is to observe that the (CDR) can be viewed as the sum of the (ASDR)s weighted by the size of the population in each group. 𝑃



𝐶𝐷𝑅 = ∑ 𝑚𝑥 ( 𝑥 ) *1000 𝑃



Where; P : is the total population Px : is the population is age group (x) 𝑚𝑥 : is age-specific death rate for age group (x).
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2.6.4: Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) [5] [9] The infant mortality rate (IMR) is the most common measure of infant death, which is the ratio of deaths in a year to person under age (1) per (1000) babies born in the year. It is calculated as; 𝐼𝑀𝑅 =



deaths in the year to persons under age 1 live births in the year



∗ 1000



… (2.8)



2.6.5: Neonatal Mortality Rate (NMR) and Post neonatal Mortality Rate (PMR) [9] [15] The infant mortality rate (IMR) may be thought of as the sum of two rates, the neonatal mortality rate (NMR), deaths to babies of (28) days of age or less per (1000) live births, and the post neonatal mortality rate (PMR), deaths to babies of (29) days to (1) year of ager per (1000) live births. These two rates are exposed as follows;



𝑁𝑀𝑅 = 𝑃𝑀𝑅 =



deaths to babies 0 to 28 days old live births in the year



∗ 1000



deathto babies 29 days to 365 days old live births in the year



∗ 1000



… (2.9) … (2.10)



2.7: Fertility [9] [11] Fertility refers to the actual production of children, which in the strictest sense is a biological process. Or it is defined as the frequency with which a birth of either sex occurs in a population.



[11]



Fertility is also defined as the propensity of the women in a population to bear children.



[9]
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2.7.1: Crude Birth Rate (CBR) [5] [9] The first and the simplest measure of fertility we consider is the crude birth rate. The crude birth rate is defined as the ratio of births occurring in a given population in a year to the total mid-year population. That is; 𝐶𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =



total number of births in a given year ∗ 1000 total mid − year population



This can be simply written as; B



𝐶𝐵𝑅 = ∗ 1000



… (2.11)



P



Where; B: is the total number of births in a given year P: is the total mid-year population



2.7.2: General Fertility Rate (GFR) [5] [9] General fertility rate is another fertility measure which is superior to crude birth rate (CBR), because it restricts the denominator to the women of childbearing ages. The general fertility rate is calculated as; 𝐺𝐹𝑅 =



total number of births in a given year ∗ 1000 mid − year population of women of childbearing age



Since childbearing age is generally between (15) and (49) years of age in women and there are very few women who give birth before age of (15) and after the age of (49), thus the GFR is defined as; 𝐺𝐹𝑅 =



total number of births in a given year mid−year population of women aged 15−49 years
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∗ 1000
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2.7.3: Age-specific Fertility Rates (ASFR) [9] The chance of a woman bearing children varies with age. It is the highest when she is in her twenties or early thirties but it declines increasingly rapidly at ages older than (35) years, reaching zero at about age (50) years. That is why a more complete picture of the fertility of a population is gained by calculating the age-specific fertility rates. [9] The age-specific fertility rate at age (x) years is defined as the number of births to women aged (x) years last birthday per (1000) to the mid-year population of women aged (x) years. That is; 𝐴𝑔𝑒 − 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =



number of births to women aged x years ∗ 1000 mid − year population of women aged x years



This simply can be written as;



𝑓𝑥 =



𝐵𝑥 P fx



* 1000



… (2.13)



Where; fx : is the age-specific fertility rate Bx : is the number of births to women aged (x) years last birthday Pfx: is the mid-year population of women aged (x) years



2.7.4: Total Fertility Rate (TFR) [9] Total fertility rate is the most widely used single-figure index of fertility. Like the age-specific fertility rates, the TFR take into account that fertility varies by age; unlike the age-specific fertility rates, which are expressed quantitatively as a series of specific rates, the (TFR) provides a single fertility value. Total fertility rate can be calculated as; 20
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𝑇𝐹𝑅 = ∑49 𝑥=15 𝑓𝑥



… (2.14)



Where, 𝑓𝑥 is the age specific fertility rate. (TFR) can also be calculated as; 𝑇𝐹𝑅 = 5 ∗ ∑45−49 𝑖=15−19 𝑓𝑖



… (2.15)



If we use the age specific fertility rates for five-year age groups, where the multiplication by (5) is required because each woman spends five years in each five-year age group.[9] (TFR) can simply be calculated as the number of births to childbearing lives’, that is; 𝑇𝐹𝑅 =



births childbearing lives′



… (2.16)



If we only have crude birth rate (CBR) data available for an area or country or, alternately, only general fertility rate (GFR) data, the (TFR) may be estimated with the following formulas; 𝑇𝐹𝑅 = CBR ∗ 4.5 ∗ 30



… (2.17)



𝑇𝐹𝑅 = GFR ∗ 30



… (2.18)



2.8: Population Projections Demographers frequently need to produce population information when census and related data are not available. Information about a present or past population not based on a census or population register is called a prediction. There are many ways to make population estimates; some methods update information from the most recent census using censual ratio, regression, or component methods. They often use data from sample surveys or vital registration records. Others use different techniques of interpolation to develop estimates for dates between censuses. Some methods provide estimates only for the total population, whereas others provide estimates for 21
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age, sex, race, and a variety of other demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. 2.8.1: Definition of Projection [12] “A projection may be defined as the numerical outcome of a particular set of assumptions regarding the future population. It is a conditional calculation showing what the future population would be if a particular set of assumptions were to hold true. Because a projection does not attempt to predict whether those assumptions actually will hold true, it can be incorrect only if a mathematical error is made in its calculation. Although a given projection can be judged by the merits of its assumptions in relation to the use to which it may be put, it can never be proved right or wrong by future events.” [12] 2.8.2: Projection, Estimation and Forecasting



[12]



A forecast may be defined as the projection that is chosen as the one most likely to provide an accurate prediction of the population. As such, it represents a specific viewpoint regarding the validity of the underlying data and assumptions. A forecast reflects a judgment, and it can be proved right or wrong by future events. Projection is a more inclusive term than forecast: All forecasts are projections but not all projections are forecasts. Projections and forecasts sometimes refer solely to total population, but often include information on age, sex, race, and other characteristics as well. Distinctions among the terms estimate, projection, and forecast are not always clear-cut. When the data needed for population estimates are not available, techniques ordinarily used for population projections are sometimes used for calculations of current and past populations. [12] A government statistical agency may view its calculations of future population as projections, but data users may interpret them as forecasts. 22
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2.8.3: Uses of Projections



[12]



Population projections can be used for a number of purposes as follows: 1. They provide tools for analysing of growth and the sensitivity components of underlying assumptions. 2. Projections can raise our understanding level of the determinants of population change. 3. Projections also can be used to provide information on possible future scenarios. 4. The most important use of population projections is in the role they can play as a rational basis for decision making. Changes in the size of population and structure have many social, economic, environmental, and political implications. 5. Population projections often serve as a basis for producing other projections. 6. National population projections can be used to plan for future Social Security and Medicare obligations. State projections can be used to determine future water demands and need for welfare expenditures. Local projections can be used to determine the need for new public schools and to select sites for fire stations. 7. Population projections can be used to forecast the demand for housing, the number of people with disabilities, and the number of sentenced criminals. [12]
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2.8.4: Subjective and Objective Projections



[12]



Population projections can be made in two main methods which are subjective and objective methods. Subjective methods are those in which data, techniques, and assumptions are not clearly identified; consequently, other researchers and analysts cannot repeat them exactly. Objective methods are those for which data, techniques, and assumptions are clearly identified, such that other researchers can repeat them exactly. It is important to notice that even objective methods require choices regarding variables, data sources, projection techniques, and so forth. Objective methods can be classified into three broad categories: trend extrapolation, cohort-component methods, and structural models. Trend extrapolation methods are based on the continuation of observed historical trends. The cohort-component method divides the population into age-sex groups or birth cohorts and accounts for the fertility, mortality, and migration behaviour of each cohort. Structural models depend on observed relationships between demographic variables and other variables like land uses, employment and base population changes on projected changes in those other variables. [12] There are three major agencies produce population projections for all of the countries in the world. These are; 1. The United Nations (UN) 2. The World Bank 3. The U.S. Census Bureau These projections are supplied with the information from the latest censuses in each country and use the latest vital statistics and international migration data.
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There are several other agencies also make international projections. The Population Reference Bureau publishes projections for all countries of the world, using a combination of projections produced by other agencies and those produced internally. The International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) produced several sets of projections for the world and (13) of its regions during the (1990)s. The Statistical Office of the European Communities (EUROSTAT) produces national population projections by age and sex for the countries of the European Union and the countries of the European Free Trade Association. [12]



2.8.5: Projection Methods 2.8.5.1: Trend Extrapolation [12] Trend extrapolation involves producing mathematical models to historical data and using these models to project population values. Relatively low costs and small data requirements make trend extrapolation useful. [12] There are three types of trend extrapolation methods, which are; 1. Simple extrapolation methods, which include; a. Linear Change b. Geometric Change c. Exponential Change 2. Complex extrapolation methods, which include; a. Linear Models b. Polynomial Models c. Logistic Models d. ARIMA Time Series Models 3. Ratio Extrapolation Methods
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a. Constant-Share Method b. Shift-Share Method c. Share-of-Growth Method Both simple and complex trend extrapolation methods have several shortcomings. They do not account for differences in demographic composition or for differences in the components of growth. They provide little or no information on the projected demographic characteristics of the population. Because they have no theoretical content, they cannot be related to theories of population growth. As a result, they have limited usefulness for analysing the determinants of population growth or for simulating the effects of changes in particular variables or assumptions. Also they can lead to unrealistic or even absurd results. 2.8.5.2: Cohort-Component Method [12] Cohort-component method is the most widely used method for producing national-level population projections. It divides the base-year population into age-sex groups and accounts separately for the fertility, mortality, and migration behaviour of each cohort as it passes through the projection horizon. In the application of the method, the first step in the projection process is to establish the base-year population and calculate the number of persons in it who survive to the end of the projection interval. This is done by calculating age-sex-specific survival rates for each age-sex group in the base-year population. The second step is to calculate migration during the same interval for each age-sex group. The application of migration rates provides a projection of the number of persons in each age-sex group moving into or out of an area during the interval. The third step is to calculate the number of births during the projection interval. This is done by applying age-specific 26
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birth rates to the female population in each age group. The final step in the process is to add the number of births to the rest of the population. The process is repeated until the final target year is reached. [12] 2.8.5.3: Structural Methods



[12]



Structural models come into play when demographers often face questions that cannot be answered using projection methods, because population projections developed by this method can account for factors such as the economy, environment, land use, housing, and the transportation system. [12] There are two general categories of structural models: 1. Economic-Demographic Models, which include; a. Econometric Models b. Equilibrium Model c. Population/Employment Ratio Model 2. Urban systems models Structural models, especially urban systems models, need more resources and are more difficult to implement than the other models mentioned. They often require extensive base data, sophisticated modelling skills, and complex statistical procedures and computer programs. 2.9: Demographic Statistics for Less Developed Areas



[10] [12]



Demographic information in less developed countries varies in the level of accuracy and detail much more than it does in the more developed countries. Almost all countries of the world have conducted at least one census, but most still lack accurate vital registration systems. Population estimates can be divided



based on their time reference and



method of derivation, into inter-censal estimates, which relate to a date between two censuses and take the results of these censuses into account, and 27
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post-censal estimates, which relate to a date following a census that take that census into account, but not later censuses. The former can be regarded as interpolations, the latter as extrapolations. [12] There are two important types of indirect estimation models which are generally useful methods of demographic estimation for the statistically less developed areas. These are; 1. Model Life Tables



[10]



The United Nations’ (1955) set of model life tables were made available in a more elaborate form in (1956). These were constructed from parabolic regression equations indicating the relationships between adjacent pairs of life table (qx) values as observed in (158) life tables collected from a wide selection of countries and representing different periods of time, these first models were single parameter models with no variation other than mortality level, a number of more flexible model systems have since been developed which include; a. Coale-Demeny Model Life Tables b. Brass Logit Life Table System c. United Nations Model Life Tables 2. Model Stable Populations. “In demographic analysis, the assumption that current behaviour can be used as a predictor of future behaviour can be a useful concept. The answer requires the calculation of stable values, the fundamental or stable rates to which current crude vital rates would converge if the current conditions of fertility and mortality remain constant.” [12]
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2.9.1: Model Life Tables



[7] [10]



Model life tables are used for comparison in the assessment of empirical estimates of mortality, to smooth or otherwise adjust defective mortality estimates, and to complete the life table when estimates of mortality are available for only a limited range of ages.



[10]



In classical demographic analysis, a life table is calculated by converting m



a complete series of age-specific death rates (n x) into probabilities of dying q



(n x) From these one can calculate survivorship, l(x), and all the other functions of the life table. In the analysis of census and survey data, however, one often only obtains mortality estimates for part of the age range. For example, mortality estimates made from birth history data provide no information on the mortality of older children or on adult mortality at age (50) and more. With estimates of this sort, model life tables can be used both to smooth the estimated death rates and to complete the life table by making plausible assumptions about the death rates that prevail at ages at which mortality has not been measured directly. [7] Model life tables can be used both to estimate death rates for five-year age groups and to complete the life table by making a plausible assumption about mortality in old age. 2.9.2: The Relational Logit System of Model Life Tables



[10]



Brass in (1964) and colleagues Coale in (1968) developed a flexible 2parameter system of model life tables usually referred to as the logit model life table system. The first parameter of this system of models, (ɑ), captures differences in the level of mortality between populations and the second parameter, (ß), variation between populations in the relationship between mortality in childhood and adulthood. [10]
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The system of models is a relational one. In other words, it is based on a mathematical transformation of the age-specific survivorship function, (lx), which makes it possible to relate two different life tables to each other by means of a simple equation. In particular, Brass discovered that a logit transformation of the probabilities of survival to age (x), (lx), rendered the relationship between transformed probabilities for different life tables approximately linear. Thus, if the logit of (lx) is defined as; 1



𝑙𝑥



2



1−𝑙 𝑥



Y(x) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡((𝑙𝑥 )) = − ln( and



1



𝑙∗ 𝑥



2



1−𝑙 ∗ 𝑥



𝑌∗ (𝑥 ) = − ln(



)



… (2.19)



)



The following linear relationship is approximately true for all ages (x): Y(x) = ɑ + ß𝑌∗ (𝑥 )



… (2.20)



Where, Y(x) and Y*(x) are the logits of survivorship by age, (𝑙𝑥 ) and (𝑙 ∗ 𝑥 ), in two different life tables, and (ɑ) and (ß) are constants. Since, 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡((𝑙𝑥 )) ∗ 2 = − ln (



𝑙𝑥



1−𝑙 𝑥



) = ln (



1−𝑙 𝑥 𝑙𝑥



𝑞



x 0 ) =ln (1−x 𝑞0 )



… (2.21)



If equation (2.20) held for any pair of life tables, this would imply that all life tables could be generated from a single baseline or standard life table, (lsx), using an appropriate pair of values of (ɑ) and (ß). In fact, Equation (2.20) is only approximately satisfied by pairs of actual life tables, but the approximation is close enough to warrant use of the relationship to study and model observed mortality schedules. Before describing how to use equation (2.20) to generate model life tables, we need to know about the meaning of the parameters (ɑ) and (ß). Consider the set of life tables that can be generated starting with some baseline life table (lsx) and calculating Y(x) for different values of (ɑ) and (ß). 30
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If (ß) is held constant and equal to (1), changing (ɑ) will either increase or decrease survivorship at every age. Thus changing (ɑ) will produce life tables whose shapes are essentially the same as that of the (lsx) life table used to generate them, but whose overall levels differ. If, on the other hand, (ɑ) is fixed at (0) and (ß) is allowed to vary, the resulting life tables will no longer display the same shape as (lsx). All of the derived tables will intersect at a single point located somewhere in the central portion of the age range, where (lsx) = 0.5 and (Ysx) = 0. Therefore, their probabilities of survival will be either lower at younger ages and higher at older ages or lower at younger ages and higher at the older than the standard survivorship probabilities (lsx) from which they are generated. Hence, (ß) modifies the shape of the generated mortality schedule rather than its level. Simultaneous changes of (ɑ) and (ß) will bring about changes in both the level and shape of the survivorship function being generated. From equation (2.19) the following equation can be driven; 𝑙𝑥 =



1 1+exp (−2Y(x) )



… (2.22)



And combining this with equation (2.20) 𝑙𝑥 =



1 1+exp (−2 (ɑ+ ß𝑌 ∗ (𝑥) ))



2.10: Coale-Demeny Model Life Tables



… (2.23)



[7] [14]



There are several model life table systems, the best known is the Coale and Demeny regional tables in years (1966) and (1983), first published in (1966) and reproduced in part by the United Nations in (1967), these model life tables consist of four sets of model life tables labelled “West”, “East” “North” and “South,” each representing an individual mortality pattern. Originally, the
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“East” tables were based mainly on Central European experience, whereas the “North” and “South” tables were derived from life tables of Scandinavian and South European countries, respectively.



[14]



The “West” tables, on the other hand, are representative of a broad residual group. This model set was based on some (125) life tables from more than (20) countries, including Canada, the United States, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Israel, Japan, and Taiwan, as well as a number of countries from Western Europe. The mortality experience in these countries did not show the systematic deviations from mean world experience found in the other three groups. The mortality levels shown in the male tables differ from the mortality level of the female tables with which they are paired; this difference reflects the typical relationship between male and female mortality occurring in a particular population. The original set of Coale and Demeny life tables contained 24 mortality levels corresponding to expectations of life at birth. These are calculated for males and females separately, with equal spacing of the values of the expectation of life at birth for females, ranging from an (e0) of (20) years to an (e0) of (77.5) years. The second edition published in (1983) consists of (25) levels from life expectancy at birth from (20) to (80) years and ages in each table going up to (100). Using a large number of life tables of acceptable quality, primarily for European countries, Coale and Demeny (1983) used graphical and statistical analysis to identify the distinct patterns of mortality for the updated tables. [7] The nature of the life tables underlying each of the "regional" model tables is as follows [7]: a. Tables underlying "East" model tables. The life tables of Austria, Germany, Czechoslovakia, North and Central Italy, Hungary and Poland show deviations from the preliminary model life tables characterized by high mortality rates in infancy and increasingly high 32
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rates over age (50). Switzerland's life tables show deviations very similar to this group until (1920), although the early Swiss life tables have a less conspicuous positive deviation in infancy. After (1920), the Swiss life tables show zero or negative deviations in infant mortality. Hungarian life tables exhibit substantial deviations in an age pattern, indicating an extraordinary incidence of tuberculosis. Inclusion of the Hungarian life tables lowers the correlation coefficients from age (5) to (35), but has little other effect and they were omitted from the calculation of the "East" model tables, as were the Swiss life tables. The tables in the "East" group include (13) from Germany 5 from Austria, (3) from Poland, (4) from Czechoslovakia and (6) from North or Central Italy. b. Tables underlying "North" model tables. The life tables of Norway, Sweden until (1920), and Iceland deviate from the preliminary model tables in having low infant mortality rates and rates that are lower than the model rates by an increasing margin at ages beyond (45) or (50). Later Swedish life tables do not have this characteristic patter. In the life tables of all three "North" countries from (1890) or (1900) to(1940), there are deviations in the mortality rates from age (5) to(35) or (40), indicating the effect of an unusual incidence of tuberculosis. Model tables in corporation with this experience would be suitable only for populations with a high endemicity of tuberculosis. Consequently, the "North "model tables are based on Swedish mortality from (1851) to (1890), Norwegian mortality from (1856) to (1880) and from (1946) to (1955), and the Iceland life table for (1941-1950). c. Tables underlying "South" model tables. The life tables of Spain, Portugal and Southern Italy have high mortality under age(5), low mortality from about age (40-60), and high mortality over age (65), relative to the preliminary model tables. Early tables (prior to1912) for 33
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all Italy had these same characteristics. The "South" model life tables were based on (5) tables for all Italy (1876-1910), 8 tables for Portugal (1919-1958),(1) table for Sicily, (3) for South Italy (1921-1957) ,and (5) for Spain (1900-1940). d. Tables underlying "West" model life tables. The "West" model life tables were based on mortality experience recorded in populations known to have relatively good vital statistics, and not showing a persistent systematic pattern of deviations from the preliminary model tables. In other words, the tables underlying the "West" models are a residual collection after the "East", "South", and "North" tables have been removed.



2.11: Calculation of Families of Model Life Tables



[7]



The four families of life tables are the result of a search for distinctive pattern in the variation of mortality rates with age. The search originated in the impossibility of finding an acceptable one parameter representation of all reliable mortality experience. In construction model life tables by factor analysis, three parameters are considered adequate for close representation of male and female life tables. The first parameter closely correlated with (𝑒0𝑜 ) by itself defines a line passing close to the observed life tables; the other two can be viewed as specifying commonly observed age patterns of deviations from the principal line.



[7]
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The principal steps in the calculation of the four sets of model life tables are as follows: [7] q



q



1. Intercorrelation matrices for (n x) and log10 (n x) were calculated for the 𝑜 "North", "South,", "East" and "West" data. (𝑒0𝑜 ) and (𝑒10 ) were left



untransformed



(no



logarithms



taken) in the second sets of



intercorrelations. q



q



2. Least-square liner regressions of (n x) and of log (n x) on (𝑒0𝑜 ) were fitted for both sexes in all four "regions". q



3. The values of (n x) estimated from the logarithmic regression are always above those from the regression of untransformed mortality rates at the high and low extremes of observed life expectancies, and the logarithmic regression values are always lower in the middle range. In other words, the two regression lines always intersect twice within q



the range of observations. In constructing the model life tables, (n x) values were taken from the simple regression at all points to the left of the first intersection of the regression lines; and to the right of the q



second intersection, (n x) values were taken from the logarithmic q



regression. Between the two intersections, the mean of the (n x) values from the two regressions was used. q



𝑜 4. From various values of the independent variable (𝑒10 ), n



x



at ages q



(0),(1),(5),(10),... ,(75) were calculated. From each such set of (n x)’s ,(l1,l5, l10,…,l80) were computed ,with (l0) taken as (100,000). Above age (80), (lx)was calculated by the Gompertz formula, lx = l80 exp { -(µ(80)/k) (𝑒 𝑘 (𝑥 −80) − 1)}



… (2.24)



where, … (2.25)



k = log (µ(105) - (µ(77.5))/22.7 µ(105) = 0.551 +1.75 (5q75)(males) 35
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and 0.613 +1.75 (5q75)(females) … (2.26) µ(77.5) = (l75 –l80) / 5L75



… (2.27)



5. nLx and (𝑒𝑥𝑜 )were estimated by the use of the following formula; 1L0 = k0l0 + (1-k0)l1



… (2.28)



4L1 = k1l1 + (4-k1)l5



… (2.29)



5Lx = kx(lx) + (5-kx)lx+5



x = 5,10,…,75



… (2.30)



5Lx (x=80, 85, 90 and 95) was calculated by numerical approximation 𝑥 +5



of the integral ∫𝑥



𝑙 (𝑦)𝑑(𝑦) using the Gompertz expression for l(y) at ∞



intervals of one-fifth of a year. T 100 was calculated as ∫100 𝑙(𝑥 )𝑑(𝑥 ); 95



T𝑥 = ∑𝑥 5𝐿 𝑦 + T100



… (2.31)



𝑜 𝑒10 = Tx/lx



… (2.32)



6. Age-specific mortality rates (nmx) were calculated from the formula, nmx = ndx / nLx



… (2.33)



where, ndx = lx – lx+n 7. Five-year survival rates for projecting five-year age groups (5Px) were calculated by the formula, 5Px = 5Lx+5 / 5Lx x=0,5,…, 95 The first survival rate is the proportion surviving to the end of a fiveyear time interval of persons born during the interval, estimated as (5L0/5l0). The last survival rate is of persons over (95) at the beginning of an interval, estimated as (T100/T95). q



8. Both male and female tables are calculated by regression of (n x) on 𝑜 𝑜 (𝑒10 ).The values of (𝑒10 ) that were used as the independent variable in



constructing the female tables were chosen by an iterative procedure, so as to give even 2.5-year intervals of (𝑒0𝑜 ) from (20) to (80) years. The 𝑜 values of (𝑒10 ) for males were chosen so as to correspond with the 𝑜 𝑜 female (𝑒10 )'s in a way that preserves the typical relation of (𝑒10 ) for
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males and females at each level of mortality with in each family of life tables. The relationship posited was as follows: 𝑜 𝑜 (𝑒10 )m - (𝑒10 )’ m =



𝜎𝑚 𝜎𝑓



𝑜 𝑜 {(𝑒10 )f - (𝑒10 )’ f}



… (2.34)



Where, (σm) and (σf) are the standard deviations of expectation of life at age (10) for males and females. This expression is the equation for the 𝑜 straight line with a slope intermediate between the regression of (𝑒10 )m 𝑜 𝑜 𝑜 on (𝑒10 )f and the inverse of their regression of (𝑒10 )f on (𝑒10 )m. The 𝑜 correlation between(𝑒10 ) for the two sexes is more than (0.99) in all



instances, so that the two regression lines are almost identical. 9. Single year values of (lx ) for ages between (1) and (5) were determined after (lx) at ages (1,5,10,...,100) had been calculated by the methods already described. [7]



2.12: United Nations Model Life Tables



[12]



United Nations model life tables were constructed from parabolic regression equations indicating the relationships between adjacent pairs of life q



table (n x) values as observed in (158) life tables collected from a wide selection of countries and representing different periods of time. The basic method is to start from a specified level of infant mortality, (q0), from which a q



q



q



value for (4 1) can be determined. From (4 1) a value of (5 5) is estimated, q



which in turn serves as an estimator of (5



10),



and so on, until the life table is



completed. By repeating this procedure starting from various specified levels of (q0), a system of model life tables is obtained spanning the entire range of human mortality experience. [12] The models developed by the United Nations (1982) display five distinct mortality patterns called “Latin American”, “Chilean”, “South Asian”, “Far
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Eastern,” and “General”. They represent distinct geographic regions as named; “General” represents a common region. The life tables constructed representing each mortality pattern is arranged by life expectancy at birth for each life expectancy from (35) to (75) years. Statistical and graphical analyses of a number of evaluated and adjusted life tables for the less developed countries were used to identify the different patterns. The model life tables produced by the United Nations have proven useful in a wide range of practical applications, notably in preparing population projections with a specified pattern of mortality change. [12]



2.13: Life Tables



[6] [10]



A life table is probably the most widely used method of analysis in demographic work. It is a convenient way of summarizing various aspects of the variation of mortality with age.



[6]



“A life table is a mortality table which presents the survival experience of a hypothetical cohort of a number of new born infants, born at the same time, exposed to a particular type of mortality experience. A life table tells us how the cohort experiencing changing mortality with advancing age will die out, and what would be the mortality rate or what is the probability that a person of a specified age will survive a specified number of years.”



[10]



The life tables are constructed from census data or death registration data. These are constructed for various sections of people, supposedly have different patterns of mortality.
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2.14: Construction of Life Tables



[6]



The basic life tables functions; (qx),(lx),(dx),(Lx),(Tx), and (ex) can be observed in every life table, these six columns are generally calculated and published for every life table. Where; qx: is the (q-type) mortality rate lx: is the number of these who live to experience their (xth) birthday dx: is the number of deaths of people aged (x) last birthday when they die Lx: is the number of person-years lived between exact age (x) and exact age (x + 1) years Tx: is the total number of person-years lived at ages over exact age (x) years ex: is the life expectation at age (x) Life table functions are subject to two different interpretations depending on the interpretation given to the life table as a whole. In the more common interpretation, the life table is viewed as depicting the lifetime mortality experience of a single cohort of new born babies, who are subject to the agespecific mortality rates on which the table is based. In the second interpretation, the life table is viewed as a stationary population resulting from the (unchanging) schedule of age-specific mortality rates shown and a constant annual number of births. [6] Under the first interpretation, the life table model conceptually traces a cohort of new born babies through their entire life under the assumption that they are subject to the current observed schedule of age-specific mortality rates. The cohort of new born babies, called the radix of the table, is usually assumed to number (100,000). In this case, the interpretation of the life table functions in a complete life table would be as follows: 39
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(qx) is the (q-type) mortality rate measures the proportion of those attaining a given birthday within a specific calendar time period who die before they reach their next birthday - that is; 𝑞𝑥 =



𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑥+1 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑥



… (2.35)



A cohort of people is supposed to be considered, all born within the same calendar time period. Let the number of people born in this cohort be (10), and the number of these who live to experience their (xth) birthday is (lx). Since everybody ultimately dies, (lx) is a curve which takes the value (10) at age (0), and falls to zero at whatever age represents the maximum attainable human life-span. This maximum age is about (120) years. Now (qx) can be written as; 𝑞𝑥 =



𝑙 𝑥 − 𝑙 𝑥+1 𝑙𝑥



… (2.36)



If the number of deaths of people among this cohort aged (x) last birthday when they die is denoted by the symbol (dx), can be written as, dx = qx . lx



… (2.37)



Now, making the assumption that deaths are distributed evenly over each year of life, a quantity called the number of person-years lived between exact age (x) years and exact age (x + 1) years can be defined. A person-year is one person living through one year. Two people each living for six months is equivalent to one person-year. This quantity is denoted by the symbol (Lx), and that is;



𝐿𝑥 =



1 2



( 𝑙𝑥 − 𝑙𝑥+1 )



… (2.38)



It can also be said that the number of person-years lived between exact age (x) years and exact age (x + 1) years is equal to the average of the number of people alive at exact age (x) and the number of people alive at exact age (x + 1). 40
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Each person who survives to age (x + 1) lives one complete year between her (xth) birthday and her (x + l)th birthday. Assuming an even distribution of deaths between exact ages (x) and (x + 1), each person who survives to exact age (x) but who dies before her (x + 1)th birthday lives, on average, half a person-year between these two birthdays, that is; 1



1



1



2



2



2



Lx = 𝑙𝑥+1 + 𝑑𝑥 = 𝑙𝑥 +1 + (𝑙𝑥 − 𝑙𝑥+1 ) =



( 𝑙𝑥 − 𝑙𝑥+1 )



… (2.39)



There are a few exceptions to this rule. In the case of the early years of life, the assumption of an even distribution of deaths is unrealistic (this is especially so in the first year of life). For this reason, the number of personyears lived during the first year of life, (L0), is calculated using the formula; L0 = a0 * l0 + (1- a0) l1



… (2.40)



Where, (a0) is the average age at death of those dying within the first year of life. Typically, values of (a0) between (0.10) and (0.30) are used in practical work, depending on the particular population under investigation. Equations (2.40) and (2.37) are both, in fact, specific cases of the more general formula, that is; Lx = ax * lx + (1 - ax) * lx+ 1



… (2.41)



Here (ax) is the average number of person-years lived between exact ages (x) and (x + 1) years by those who die within that interval. Now, it is considered that the total number of person-years lived at ages over exact age (x) years by the people in the cohort. This is simply equal to the sum of the values (Lx) at all ages older than exact age (x). It is referred to by the symbol (Tx), so it’s; 𝑇𝑥 = ∑𝑤 𝑢=𝑥 L𝑢
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Where, (w) is the limiting age, or the oldest age to which anyone survives. The average number of years which people have left to live when they celebrate their (xth) birthday is simply the life expectation at age (x). It is denote it by the symbol (ex). So, it becomes; 𝑒𝑥 =



𝑇𝑥 l𝑥



… (2.43)



The life expectation at birth, (e0), is given by the equation; 𝑒0 =



𝑇0 l0



… (2.44)



Where, (l0) is the original number of people in the birth cohort. Where (l0) can be put arbitrarily. However, it’s convenient in practical work to take (l0) as (1000), (10.000) or (100.000), depending on the size of the population which is being analysed. Some other quantities are also included in the life table. One of them which is an important one is the proportion of people who survive from their (xth) birthday until their (x + l)th birthday. This is referred to by the symbol (px). And it’s; px = 1 - qx



… (2.45)



Since a person must either die between exact ages (x) and (x + 1) or survive until his/her (x + l)th birthday.
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3.1: Introduction to Practical Part Since the last official census in Kurdistan Region was in (1987) and we do not have any other official censuses since then, we only have the data from limiting and numbering operations in (2009) as perpetrations for a national census all over Iraq which never took place. The same thing is correct for surveys and registrations, which are three main sources of data for demographic researches. Considering all of the above facts, it is decided that we do not have sufficient and enough information, that is why it is obligated to turn to make a year by year estimation for the population components for the whole period (1987-2009), which is done by using projections technique. In this chapter population projections are applied to Kurdistan Region population to the period of (1987-2009) using MortPak software and the data from census took place in (1987).With putting required assumptions about fertility, life expectancies, etc. for the projections. And constructing life tables for males and females in Iraq using United Nations estimates for the country as basis for the construction. 3.2: MortPak Software MORTPAK is a software package for demographic measurement in developing countries, with special emphasis on mortality measurement. We used Version (4.3) is in this thesis to make the projections which is released in (2013). Version (4.3) of MORTPAK enhanced many of the original applications in the areas of population projection, life table and stable population construction, graduation of mortality data, indirect mortality estimation, indirect fertility estimation, and other indirect procedures for evaluating age distributions and the completeness of censuses with a total number of (20) applications. In this research we have used the PROJCT and COMBIN applications, first application projects annually a population by age and sex for up to (100) years, based on the initial population (by five-year age groups and sex) and an assumption of future changes in fertility, mortality and migration. And the second application constructs life tables for males and females. 3.2.1: Description of Projection (PROJCT) Technique The procedure carries out a single-year projection of a population by age and sex, based on initial male and female populations in five-year age groups and assumed changes in fertility and mortality. Projections can be made for up to (100) years. The methodology used is cohort-component. The steps are;
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1. Estimation of projected levels and age patterns of mortality, fertility and migration for each single-year projection period. 2. Estimation of the male and female populations by single years of age from the data in five-year age groups given as input. 3. Sequential application of these annual age-specific mortality and fertility rates and migration to the population to provide annual projected populations by age and sex and demographic indicators. 3.2.2: Requirements for the Projection (PROJCT) Technique The followings are the requirements of the projection technique; 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Indicating the year for the starting date of the projection. Indicating the month for the starting date of the projection. Indicating the day of the month for the starting date of the projection. Indicating the ending year of the projection. Indicating sex ratio at birth, it must be between (0.75) and (1.5). Indicating the male population by age for the base population. Data are given for age groups (0-5, 5-10, ...) up through the last open-age group available. 7. Indicating the female population by age for the base population. Data are given for age groups (0-5, 5-10, ...) up through the last open-age group available. 8. Indicating total fertility rates are required for the "initial projection period" and the "final projection period". Intermediate total fertility rates are optional. Values that are blank will be calculated by linear interpolation. 9. Indicating net male and female migrants for the "initial projection period" and the "final projection period". 10. Life expectancy at birth for males and females are required for the "initial projection period" and the "final projection period". Values for intermediate life expectancy at birth are optional. 11. Indicating the age-specific fertility rates corresponding to the first projection year. Data are given for age groups (15-20, 20-25, ... , 4550). The age-specific fertility rates must be consistent with the total fertility rate for the first projection period. 12. The age-specific fertility rates corresponding to the last projection year. Data are given for age groups (15-20, 20-25, ... , 45-50). The agespecific fertility rates must be consistent with the total fertility rate for the last projection period.
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3.3: Data Sources 3.3.1: Base Year Data Source 3.3.1.1: Population [1] [2] [3] The data source of base year population of the projections is the census which took place in Iraq on October 17th 1987, where we took the population of the Kurdistan Region, Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok from the census books of the three governorates. The total population of Kurdistan Region of males and females on five-year age groups which is calculated from table (1) in appendices are as follows: Table (1) Population of males and females in Kurdistan Region according to fiveage groups (1987) census [1] [2] [3] Age Groups 0 1 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Unspecified TOTAL



Male 42135 157622 166224 140643 128484 75955 34292 62592 42946 29207 30204 23413 27417 16060 9574 8463 5340 3837 3688 13254 1021350



Female 39689 149682 158291 131053 113376 75547 53394 62761 43892 27811 25074 23004 25117 18720 11085 8513 5041 3790 3734 14542 994116
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Total 81824 307304 324515 271696 241860 151502 87686 125353 86838 57018 55278 46417 52534 34780 20659 16976 10381 7627 7422 27796 2015466
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Figure (2) Demonstration of population of Kurdistan Region (1987) in a chart



[1] [2] [3]



But since there is a ratio of the population which is not put under any of the age groups (0, 1-4, 5-9, …, 85+) and it is defined as “unspecified” for any reason, to prevent having the same problem and having “unspecified” age during all projection years, we solved the problem dividing the number of people whom their ages are not known or “unspecified” in age groups to the total population excluding that ratio by the weight of age groups, as in table (2) in appendices. And then multiplying the ratios of the “unspecified” aged population for each age group to the total population of each governorate, we calculate the number of people for every age group, as in table (2) in appendices. The final adjusted numbers of the populations in each of the three governorates are as in table (3) in appendices. Adding those numbers to each age group in the governorates and summing up the same age groups for all the three governorates, we get;
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Table (2) Final adjusted population of males and females in Kurdistan Region according to five-age groups (1987) census [1] [2] [3] Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ TOTAL



Male 202369 168393 142490 130175 76960 34743 63418 43512 29593 30609 23725 27780 16273 9701 8574 5410 3888 3737 1021350



Female 192162 160620 132992 115066 76682 54190 63695 44548 28229 25454 23350 25492 18997 11250 8638 5116 3846 3789 994116



Total 394531 329013 275482 245241 153642 88933 127113 88060 57822 56063 47075 53272 35270 20951 17212 10526 7734 7526 2015466
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Figure (3) Demonstration of adjusted population of Kurdistan Region (1987) in a chart



[1] [2] [3]
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3.3.1.2: Sex Ratio at Birth [16] Sex ratio at birth is the number of male births per 100 female births. According to “Annual Abstract of Statistics” the registered live births for both sexes in (1986) for the three governorates of Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok are as in table (4) in appendices; So sex ratio at birth is 24684/23535= 1.0488 ≅ 1.05 3.3.1.3: Age-specific Fertility Rates General age-specific fertility rates for Kurdistan Region is calculated from summing the following three tables of three governorates for females in child bearing ages or in the age groups (15-19, 20-24, …, 45-49) as in table (5) and their births from table (4) in appendices. Age-specific fertility rates are calculated by dividing the number of births for each age group by the no. of women in the same age group, (ASFR) values are as in the following table; Table (3) (ASFR) values to women in age groups (15-19, 20-24, …, 45-49) in (1986) for Kurdistan Region [16] Age Groups 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49



ASFR 46.86768104 217.55176 286.4383149 292.6004838 238.1454162 128.8445553 18.10928688
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Figure (4) Demonstration of (ASFR) values for females of Kurdistan Region in (1986) in a chart [16] 49
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Since the MortPak software needs (ASFR) for each group should to be between (0) and (1), so the (ASFR) values used in the projections are as in table (6) in appendices. 3.3.1.4: Total Fertility Rate Total fertility rate (TFR) is calculated from table (14) in appendices, by summing all (ASFR) values and then multiplying the result by (5) as follows; TFR=5* (0.046867681+ 0.21755176+ 0.286438315+ 0.292600484+ 0.238145416+ 0.128844555+ 0.018109287+ 0.046867681) = 6.14279 ≅



6.143



(6.143) is the average number of children that each woman has given birth to in her total child bearing age between (15-49) years. 3.3.1.5: Life Expectancies



[16]



As there are no life expectancies for different governorates in (1987) census, there was no choice to use life expectancies for Kurdistan Region governorates, instead average life expectancies for males and females all over Iraq is used, which are; Life expectancy is (65) years for males and (67) years for females as it is determined in Annual Abstract of Statistics. [16] 3.3.1.6: Migration There is no available data about number, size and sex of population which have migrated to and out of Kurdistan Region in (1987), it is assumed that migration numbers for males and females as zero. 3.3.2: End Year Data Source 3.3.2.1: Population [19] The data source of end year population of the projections is the limitation and numbering process which took place in Kurdistan Region (2009) as the first steps for a census which never took place afterwards, which includes the population of the three governorates, Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok. The population of Kurdistan Region of males and females on five-year age groups are as follows:
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Table (4) Population of males and females in Kurdistan Region according to fiveage groups (2009) limitation and numbering process [18] Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Male 300712 284223 267039 246393 224940 200362 173589 148320 121973 100008 78488 61669 46339 33820 22539 12502 18186 2341102



Female 288769 272062 254985 236069 217023 195408 172386 149672 125849 105114 84569 67539 51635 37729 24710 12582 25063 2321164



Total 589481 556285 522024 482462 441963 395770 345975 297992 247822 205122 163057 129208 97974 71549 47249 25084 43249 4662266
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Figure (5) Demonstration of population of Kurdistan Region (2009) in a chart
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3.3.2.2: Total Fertility Rate There is no total fertility rate (TFR) for the year (2009), while in Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) for the years (2006) and (2009) the (TFR) for Kurdistan Region are (3.8) and (3.4) respectively. So we assumed the (TFR) for the end year of projection as (3.6). 3.3.2.3: Age-specific Fertility Rates There are no age-specific fertility rates for the year (2009), it is assumed that the (TFR) for the same year as (3.6),while in (1987) there was a (TFR) of (6.143), which means a decline rate of (0.586) compared to (3.6). Now the decline rate of (0.586) is applied to the age-specific fertility rates in (1987) to get (ASFR) values for (2009). As a result the age-specific fertility rates for (2009) are as follows: Table (5) (ASFR) values to women in age groups (15-19, 20-24, … , 45-49) in (2009) for Kurdistan Region Age Groups 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49



ASFR 27.46695242 127.4968957 167.8680786 171.4794372 139.5658729 75.50975835 10.61300474 ASFR
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Figure (6) Demonstration of (ASFR) values for females of Kurdistan Region in (2009) in a chart 52
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Since the software need (ASFR) for each group should to be between (0) and (1), so the (ASFR) values used in the projections are as in table (6) in appendices. 3.3.2.4: Life Expectancies Life expectancy is (75.5) years for females and (72.8) years for males as it is determined by the Kurdistan Region Statistics Office. [19] 3.3.2.5: Migration There is no available data about number, size and sex of population which have migrated to and out of Kurdistan Region in (2009), it is assumed that migration numbers for males and females as zero. As a result net migration is assumed to be zero in both base and end years of the projections. 3.4: More Assumptions about Total Fertility Rate As there is only two (TFR) values for the whole (22) year period, the (TFR) for the base year (1987) which is (6.143) and the one for the end year (2009) that is (3.6). Having only two values leads to a linear decline, to prevent or to decrease the effect of this linear decline, (TFR) values for Iraq is used for the years (1997) and (2002), which are (5.7) and (5.35) respectively, where the first value is the average total fertility rate of all Iraq in the last census (1997) excluding Kurdistan Region, and the second one is an assumed value by the Central Statistics Office of Iraq in Baghdad. The reason more values for fertility of Iraq can’t be used is the big difference between the (TFR) values for Kurdistan and Iraq, for example (TFR) for Iraq in (2008) is (5) while it is (3.6) in (2009) for Kurdistan. The big difference is true not only for fertility rates, but for life expectancies as well. For instance the life expectancies in Kurdistan region for females are (75.5) years and for males are (72.8) years in (2009), while those values are much lower for males and females across Iraq. 3.5: Projection Results 3.5.1: Projections Using Coale-Demeny East Method Using the above data and assumptions with Coale-Demeny East method in Mrotpak software, the following results for the years (1987, 1988, …, 2009) is obtained which includes; Population by single year of age for males and females, Population in five-year age groups for males and females (absolute numbers and percentage distribution) and Vital statistics summary which contains births, deaths and growth (absolute numbers and annual vital rates).
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The tables which are needed for the calculations in every year are taken into consideration such as; absolute numbers for population in five-year age groups for males and females, absolute numbers and annual vital rates for births, deaths and growth. Table (6) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (1988) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 t0 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



Males 200162 173788 146046 135077 88595 37278 59171 48568 30854 30524 24183 27375 18297 10066 8319 5456 3698 3319 1050776



Females 189541 166176 137463 119886 84078 55594 62884 49042 30324 25560 23245 25270 20331 12101 8684 5263 3566 3403 1022411



Total 389703 339963 283509 254964 172672 92872 122055 97610 61178 56083 47428 52645 38628 22166 17003 10719 7264 6723 2073186



Table (7) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (1988) using Coale-Demeny East Method



Births Deaths Growth



Males 37173 7747 29426



Absolute Numbers Females Total 35403 72576 7108 14855 28295 57720



Males 0.0359 0.0075 0.0284



Annual Vital Rates Females 0.0351 0.0071 0.0281



Total .0355 0.0073 0.0282



Repeating the same procedure using Mortpak software, “Projected five year age groups” and “Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth” for males and females in Kurdistan Region using CoaleDemeny East Method for the years (1989,1990, … , 2006, 2007 and 2008) as in tables (7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) in appendices are obtained.
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Table (8) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (2009) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 t0 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



Males 283367 297001 252161 206027 195115 176402 147752 134043 97427 42187 48479 49350 27844 22538 16158 11877 5945 1679 2015352



Females 268936 281756 239206 195491 184488 169737 140619 120946 89865 56826 57379 50138 29451 21058 16930 13879 8256 3090 1948050



Total 552303 578757 491367 401518 379603 346139 288371 254989 187292 99013 105858 99488 57295 43596 33087 25757 14201 4769 3963402



Table (9) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (2009) using Coale-Demeny East Method



Births Deaths Growth



Absolute Numbers Males Females Total 53410 50867 104276 6844 6148 12992 46566 44719 91285



Annual Vital Rates Males Females Total 0.0268 0.0264 0.0266 0.0034 0.0032 0.0033 0.0234 0.0232 0.0233



3.5.2: Projections Using United Nations General Method Using data and assumptions that been used in Coale-Demeny East method, for the United Nations General in Mrotpak software, we get the following results for the years (1987, 1988, …, 2009) which includes; Population by single year of age for males and females, Population in fiveyear age groups for males and females (absolute numbers and percentage distribution) and Vital statistics summary which contains births, deaths and growth (absolute numbers and annual vital rates).
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The tables which are needed for the calculations in every year are taken into consideration such as; absolute numbers for population in five-year age groups for males and females, absolute numbers and annual vital rates for births, deaths and growth. Table (10) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (1988) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



Males 199980 173742 146037 135099 88618 37281 59160 48552 30840 30508 24171 27368 18304 10085 8361 5513 3775 3440 1050835



Females 189442 166131 137459 119890 84080 55593 62878 49031 30311 25541 23221 25240 20311 12104 8718 5325 3668 3601 1022546



Total 389422 339873 283496 254990 172698 92874 122038 97583 61151 56049 47392 52608 38615 22189 17079 10838 7443 7041 2073381



Table (11) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (1988) using United Nations General Method



Births Deaths Growth



Males 37171 7687 29485



Absolute Numbers Females Total 35401 72573 6971 14658 28430 57915



Males 0.0359 0.0074 0.0285



Annual Vital Rates Females Total 0.0351 0.0355 0.0069 0.0072 0.0282 0.0283



Repeating the same procedure using Mortpak software, “Projected five year age groups” and “Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth” for males and females in Kurdistan Region using CoaleUnited Nation General Method for the years (1989,1990, … , 2006, 2007 and 2008) as in tables (13, 14, 15, 16 and 17) in appendices are obtained.
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Table (12) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (2009) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



Males 280414 293842 249736 204499 194170 176379 147904 134121 97276 41992 48114 48950 27697 22670 16661 13007 7201 2711 2007345



Females 266432 279039 237172 194302 183581 169492 140557 120869 89730 56648 57051 49713 29137 20872 16998 14494 9389 4617 1940094



Total 546846 572882 486908 398801 377751 345871 288460 254990 187006 98641 105165 98664 56833 43542 33659 27501 16590 7327 3947439



Table (13) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for year (2009) using United Nations General Method



Births Deaths Growth



Absolute Numbers Males Females Total 53303 50765 104068 7398 6681 14079 45905 44084 89989



Annual Vital Rates Males Females Total 0.0269 0.0265 0.0267 0.0037 0.0035 0.0036 0.0231 0.0230 0.0231



3.6: Comparison between projections made by Coale-Demeny and United Nations General Methods There are differences between the two methods of projections, CoaleDemeny East and United Nations General, the differences in population, births, deaths and growth are clear in the following tables, but since the used data and assumptions are the same ones the differences are not so big.
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Table (14) Difference in populations projected with the methods Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General for the whole projection period (1988 -2009) Years 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009



Projected Population (Coale-Demeny East) 2073186 2134316 2198754 2266576 2337826 2412514 2490665 2572333 2657604 2746584 2839387 2935630 3035382 3138719 3245708 3356217 3464874 3571308 3675081 3775696 3872118 3963402



Projected Population (United Nations General) 2073381 2134554 2198936 2266599 2337589 2411924 2489637 2570786 2655461 2743770 2835824 2931243 3030100 3132468 3238408 3347789 3455267 3560480 3662999 3762327 3857449 3947439



Difference Between Populations -194 -238 -183 -23 237 590 1029 1547 2143 2814 3563 4387 5282 6252 7300 8428 9608 10828 12082 13369 14669 15964



The difference in projected populations between Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General methods starts with being (-194), (-238) and (-183) for the years (1988), (1989) and (1990) respectively, it decreases to (-23) for the year (1991), after that period the difference changes sign between the methods and increases from (237), (590) and (1029) for the years (1992), (1993) and (1994) respectively, it continues increasing until it reaches (15964) in (2009).
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Table (15) Difference in births projected with the methods Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General for the whole projection period (1988-2009) Years 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009



Projected Births (Coale-Demeny East) 72576 75487 78592 81841 85173 88546 91964 95454 99047 102761 106597 110050 113582 117189 120858 124386 122410 120038 117228 113921 109574 104276



Projected Births (United Nations General) 72573 75479 78579 81824 85153 88524 91940 95428 99019 102731 106564 110013 113537 117133 120786 124298 122308 119919 117083 113746 109378 104068



Difference Between Births 3 8 13 17 20 22 24 26 28 30 33 37 45 56 72 88 101 119 145 175 196 208



Difference between births projected by two methods are so few in a way that for the first (16) years in the period it’s under a (100) and starting from the 17th year it becomes (101) and continues increasing slightly until it reaches (208) for the last year of the projection period which is (2009).
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Table (16) Difference in deaths projected with the methods Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General for the whole projection period (1988-2009) Years 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009



Projected Deaths (Coale-Demeny East) 14855 14358 14154 14018 13923 13858 13812 13786 13776 13781 13794 13807 13830 13852 13869 13877 13752 13604 13455 13306 13152 12992



Projected Deaths (United Nations General) 14658 14306 14197 14162 14163 14189 14227 14279 14344 14422 14510 14594 14680 14765 14846 14916 14831 14705 14565 14418 14255 14079



Difference Between Deaths 197 52 -43 -143 -240 -331 -414 -493 -568 -642 -716 -787 -851 -913 -976 -1039 -1079 -1101 -1110 -1111 -1104 -1087



Difference in deaths being projected by the two methods compared to the births are a little much bigger in magnitude, for the first two years in projection period are (197), (52) then it changes the sign and increases from (43) until it reaches (-976) for the year (2002), difference in deaths between two methods continue to increase until it becomes (-1087) in (2009).
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Table (17) Difference in growth rates projected with the methods Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General for the whole projection period (1988-2009) Years 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009



Projected Growth Rates (Coale-Demeny East) 0.0282 0.0291 0.0297 0.0304 0.0310 0.0314 0.0319 0.0323 0.0326 0.0329 0.0332 0.0333 0.0334 0.0335 0.0335 0.0335 0.0319 0.0303 0.0286 0.0270 0.0252 0.0233



Projected Growth Rates (United Nations General) 0.0283 0.0291 0.0297 0.0303 0.0308 0.0313 0.0317 0.0321 0.0324 0.0327 0.0330 0.0331 0.0332 0.0332 0.0333 0.0332 0.0316 0.0300 0.0284 0.0268 0.0250 0.0231



Difference Between Growth Rates -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002



Differences in growth between two projection methods are too small, it starts from (-0.0001) for the first year in projection period, then it decreases to zero for the next two years and increases again to (0.0001) for three years and then to (0.0002) for seven years, after that the difference increases to (0.0003) for seven more years to decrease to (0.0002) for the last two years of the period. One of the most important parts of the comparison is to compare the projected population and it is components for the year (2009).
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Table (18) Difference in total population projections with the methods CoaleDemeny East and United Nations General for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Coale-Demeny East Projections 552303 578757 491367 401518 379603 346139 288371 254989 187292 99013 105858 99488 57295 43596 33087 25757 18970 3963402



United Nations General Projection 546846 572882 486908 398801 377751 345871 288460 254990 187006 98641 105165 98664 56833 43542 33659 27501 23917 3947439



Difference 5457 5875 4459 2717 1852 268 -90 -1 286 372 693 824 462 54 -571 -1744 -4947 15964



The difference between the two methods starting from the smallest two age groups is (5457) and (5857) then it decreases by more than one thousand for the third smallest ager group and becomes (4459), afterwards it declines to (2717), (1852) and (268) for the age groups (15-19),(20-24) and (25-29) respectively. To reverse the difference and continue declining to (-90) and (1) for the next two age groups, and reverse the sign again but increase this time from (268) for the age group (40-44) until it becomes (824) for the age group (55-59), then it starts to decline to (462) and (54) for the age groups (60-64) and (65-69) respectively. To reverse the sign of the difference and increase it again from (-571) to (-1744) and then to (-4947) for the last three age groups. While the difference between the total population for the year is (15963).
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Table (19) Difference in population projections for males and females with the methods Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



CoaleDemeny East (males) 283367 297001 252161 206027 195115 176402 147752 134043 97427 42187 48479 49350 27844 22538 16158 11877 7624 2015352



United Nations General (males) 280414 293842 249736 204499 194170 176379 147904 134121 97276 41992 48114 48950 27697 22670 16661 13007 9912 2007345



Difference 2953 3159 2424 1528 945 23 -152 -77 151 194 365 400 147 -131 -504 -1129 -2288 8007



CoaleDemeny East (females) 268936 281756 239206 195491 184488 169737 140619 120946 89865 56826 57379 50138 29451 21058 16930 13879 11346 1948050



United Nations General (females) 266432 279039 237172 194302 183581 169492 140557 120869 89730 56648 57051 49713 29137 20872 16998 14494 14005 1940094



Difference 2504 2716 2035 1189 907 245 62 76 135 178 328 425 314 185 -68 -615 -2659 7957



3.7: Comparison between Projected Coale-Demeny East Population and Actual Population The difference between the projected population with Coale-Demeny East method and actual population of the last year of projection period is as follows:
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Table (20) Difference between actual population and projected population with Coale-Demeny East method for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Actual Population 589481 556285 522024 482462 441963 395770 345975 297992 247822 205122 163057 129208 97974 71549 47249 25084 43249 4662266



Projected Population 552303 578757 491367 401518 379603 346139 288371 254989 187292 99013 105858 99488 57295 43596 33087 25757 18970 3963402



Difference 37178 -22472 30657 80944 62360 49631 57604 43003 60530 106109 57199 29720 40679 27953 14162 -673 24279 698864
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Figure (7) Difference between actual and projected populations with CoaleDemeny East method (2009)
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Although total actual population is more than the total projected population with Coale-Demeny East method by (698,864) people, projected population for the age groups (5-9) and (75-79) is more than the actual population by (22472) and (673) people respectively, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (106109) and the least difference is for the age group (70-74) by (14162) people. Table (21) Difference between actual male and female populations and projected male populations with Coale-Demeny East method for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Actual Male Population 300712 284223 267039 246393 224940 200362 173589 148320 121973 100008 78488 61669 46339 33820 22539 12502 18186 2341102



Projected Male Population 283367 297001 252161 206027 195115 176402 147752 134043 97427 42187 48479 49350 27844 22538 16158 11877 7624 2015352



Difference 17345 -12778 14878 40366 29825 23960 25837 14277 24546 57821 30009 12319 18495 11282 6381 625 10562 325750



Actual Female Population 288769 272062 254985 236069 217023 195408 172386 149672 125849 105114 84569 67539 51635 37729 24710 12582 25063 2321164



Projected Female Population 268936 281756 239206 195491 184488 169737 140619 120946 89865 56826 57379 50138 29451 21058 16930 13879 11346 1948050



Difference 19833 -9694 15779 40578 32535 25671 31767 28726 35984 48288 27190 17401 22184 16671 7780 -1297 13717 373114



Actual population for males is more than the projected population for males with Coale-Demeny East method by (325,750) people, projected population for the age group (5-9) is more than the actual population by (12778) people, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (57821) and the least difference is for the age group (75-79) by (625) people. Again, although actual population for females is more than the projected population for females with Coale-Demeny East method by (373,114) people, projected population for the age groups (5-9) and (75-79) is more than the actual population by (9694) and (1297) females respectively, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and
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the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (48288) and the least difference is for the age group (70-74) by (7780) people. 350000
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Figure (8) Difference between actual and projected male populations with Coale-Demeny East method (2009)
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Figure (9) Difference between actual and projected female populations with Coale-Demeney East method (2009)
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3.8: Comparison between Projected United Nations General Population and Actual Population The difference between the projected population with United Nations General Method and actual population of the last year of projection period is as follows: Table (22) Difference between actual population and projected population with United Nations General Method for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Actual Population 589481 556285 522024 482462 441963 395770 345975 297992 247822 205122 163057 129208 97974 71549 47249 25084 43249 4662266



Projected Population 546846 572882 486908 398801 377751 345871 288460 254990 187006 98641 105165 98664 56833 43542 33659 27501 23917 3947439



Difference 42635 -16597 35116 83661 64212 49899 57515 43002 60816 106481 57892 30544 41141 28007 13590 -2417 19332 714827



Total actual population is more than the total projected population with United Nations General method by (714,827) people, projected population for the age groups (5-9) and (75-79) is more than the actual population by (16597) and (2417) people respectively, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (16481) and the least difference is for the age group (70-74) by (13590) people.
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Figure (10) Difference between actual and projected populations with United Nations General Method (2009) Table (23) Difference between actual male population and projected males and females populations with United Nations General Method for the year (2009) Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 t0 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80+ TOTAL



Actual Male Population 300712 284223 267039 246393 224940 200362 173589 148320 121973 100008 78488 61669 46339 33820 22539 12502 18186 2341102



Projected Male Population 280414 293842 249736 204499 194170 176379 147904 134121 97276 41992 48114 48950 27697 22670 16661 13007 9912 2007345



Difference 300712 284223 267039 246393 224940 200362 173589 148320 121973 100008 78488 61669 46339 33820 22539 12502 18186 2341102
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Actual Female Population 288769 272062 254985 236069 217023 195408 172386 149672 125849 105114 84569 67539 51635 37729 24710 12582 25063 2321164



Projected Female Population 266432 279039 237172 194302 183581 169492 140557 120869 89730 56648 57051 49713 29137 20872 16998 14494 14005 1940094



Difference 22337 -6977 17813 41767 33442 25916 31829 28803 36119 48466 27518 17826 22498 16857 7712 -1912 11058 381070
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Actual population for males is more than the projected population for males with United Nations General method by (333,757) people, but projected population for the age group (5-9) and (75-79) are more than the actual population by (9619) and (505) people respectively, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (58016) and the least difference is for the age group (70-74) by (5878) people. Although actual population for females is more than the projected population for females with United Nations General by (381,070) people, projected population for the age groups (5-9) and (75-79) is more than the actual population by (9677) and (1912) females respectively, while the for the rest of age groups the actual population exceed the projected population and the biggest difference is for the age group (45-49) by (48466) and the least difference is for the age group (70-74) by (7712) people.
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Figure (11) Difference between actual and projected male populations with United Nations General Method (2009)
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Figure (12) Difference between actual and projected female populations with United Nations General Method (2009)



3.9: Constructing Life Tables In this section COMBIN application of MortPak software is used to construct life tables for males and females in Iraq using United Nations estimates. COMBIN application calculates a "model" life table from an estimate of life expectancy at age (20) combined with an estimate of survivorship to age (1), survivorship to age (5), or both. 3.9.1: Description of COMBIN Technique The procedure adjusts a designated United Nations General or CoaleDemeny model life table to incorporate the child and adult survivorship values given as input. Age-specific probabilities of dying (q(x,n) values) consistent with these survivorship values are determined separately for ages 20 and over and for ages under 20. For ages 20 and over, q(x,5) values from the designated model life table pattern and life expectancy at age 20 are accepted. 3.9.2: Requirements for the COMBIN Technique The followings are the requirements for the COMBIN technique; 1. Indicating the model life table pattern to be used. 2. Indicating whether the male or female population is being considered. 3. Life expectancy at age (20) in the population under study.
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4. The probability of surviving to age (1) (times 100,000) in the population under study. 5. The probability of surviving to age (5) (times 100,000) in the population under study. 3.9.3: Data source As there are no age-specific death rates or surveys showing those values for neither Kurdistan nor Iraq, we used the estimated values by the United Nations for life expectancies and probability of surviving for both ages for the period (2010-2015). The data are as follows; Table (24) Estimated life expectancies and probabilities of surviving in Iraq for the period (2010-2015) [18]



Males Females



Life Expectancy at Age (20) 50.67 54.53



Probability of Surviving at Age (1) 96481 97114



Probability of Surviving at Age (5) 95920 96600



3.9.4: Life tables Using Coale-Demeny East Model Pattern Using the above estimation values and COMBIN application with CoaleDemeny East model pattern we get the following life tables for males and females in Iraq.
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Table (25) Life table for males in Iraq using COMBIN application with CoaleDemeny East model pattern for the year (2010) Age 0 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100



q (x) 0.03519 0.00581 0.00792 0.00481 0.00718 0.01076 0.01233 0.01448 0.01749 0.02148 0.02851 0.04081 0.06080 0.09590 0.15555 0.25126 0.38707 0.56220 0.72622 0.85173 0.92628 ...



l (x) 100000 96481 95920 95160 94703 94023 93011 91864 90534 88950 87040 84559 81108 76177 68871 58158 43545 26690 11685 3199 474 35



d (x) 3519 561 760 458 680 1012 1147 1330 1584 1911 2481 3451 4931 7306 10713 14613 16855 15005 8486 2725 439 35



L (x) 97028 384503 477701 474658 471926 467694 462253 456085 448831 440155 429303 414662 393989 363817 319158 255713 175833 93909 34280 7526 881 55



T (x) 6669961 6572933 6188430 5710729 5236071 4764145 4296451 3834197 3378112 2929281 2489126 2059823 1645160 1251172 887355 568196 312484 136651 42742 8462 936 55



e (x) 66.700 68.127 64.517 60.012 55.289 50.670 46.193 41.738 37.313 32.932 28.598 24.360 20.284 16.425 12.884 9.770 7.176 5.120 3.658 2.645 1.974 1.586



According to the above life table infant mortality is (0.03519) which means (35) children per thousand but it decreases with in the following years of life and it reaches (0.00792) that is approximately (8) children per thousand while life expectancy at birth is (66.7) years.
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Table (26) Life table for females in Iraq using COMBIN application with CoaleDemeny East model pattern for the year (2010) Age 0 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100



q (x) 0.02886 0.00529 0.00112 0.00126 0.00237 0.00392 0.00402 0.00440 0.00561 0.00878 0.01591 0.03037 0.05219 0.08282 0.12920 0.20881 0.32594 0.49034 0.67445 0.82567 0.91746 ...



l (x) 100000 97114 96600 96492 96371 96142 95765 95380 94961 94427 93599 92109 89312 84650 77639 67608 53491 36056 18376 5982 1043 86



d (x) 2886 514 108 121 229 377 385 420 533 829 1490 2797 4661 7011 10031 14117 17435 17680 12394 4940 957 86



L (x) 97476 387205 482730 482157 481336 479808 477871 475881 473546 470243 464648 454218 435800 406852 364613 304432 224822 135007 57740 14969 2045 147



T (x) 7173547 7076071 6688866 6206136 5723979 5242643 4762835 4284964 3809083 3335538 2865294 2400646 1946428 1510628 1103776 739163 434730 209909 74902 17161 2192 147



e (x) 71.735 72.864 69.243 64.318 59.395 54.530 49.735 44.925 40.112 35.324 30.613 26.063 21.794 17.846 14.217 10.933 8.127 5.822 4.076 2.869 2.102 1.703



According to the above life table infant mortality is (0.02886) which means approximately (29) children per thousand but it decreases with in the following years of life and it reaches (0.00112) that is approximately only (1) child per thousand while life expectancy at birth is (71.7) years. In general for the life tables using Coale-Demeney East model pattern infant mortality among males is (6) children per thousand more than infant mortality among females, and (7) children per thousand at age (5). While life expectancy at birth among females is (5) years higher than life expectancy at birth among males. 3.9.5: Life tables Using United Nations General Model Pattern Using the above estimation values and COMBIN application with United Nations General Model pattern we get the following life tables for males and females in Iraq.
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Table (27) Life table for males in Iraq using COMBIN application with United Nations General model pattern for the year (2010) Age 0 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100



q (x) 0.03519 0.00581 0.00489 0.00368 0.00648 0.00822 0.00957 0.01140 0.01533 0.02181 0.03238 0.04955 0.07537 0.11525 0.17220 0.24937 0.34709 0.46788 0.61072 0.75017 0.85902 ...



l (x) 100000 96481 95920 95451 95100 94483 93707 92811 91753 90347 88376 85515 81277 75151 66490 55041 41315 26975 14354 5588 1396 197



d (x) 3519 561 469 351 616 776 896 1058 1406 1971 2861 4237 6126 8661 11450 13726 14340 12621 8766 4192 1199 197



L (x) 96987 384548 478428 476377 474059 470536 466352 461508 455431 447098 435184 417654 391991 355246 304949 241570 170535 102117 47914 15753 3232 378



T (x) 6697846 6600860 6216312 5737884 5261507 4787448 4316912 3850560 3389052 2933621 2486523 2051339 1633685 1241694 886448 581499 339929 169394 67277 19363 3610 378



e (x) 66.978 68.416 64.807 60.113 55.326 50.670 46.068 41.488 36.937 32.471 28.136 23.988 20.100 16.523 13.332 10.565 8.228 6.280 4.687 3.465 2.586 1.922



According to the above life table infant mortality is (0.03519) which means (35) children per thousand but it decreases with in the following years of life and it reaches (0.00489) that is approximately (5) children per thousand while life expectancy at birth is (66.9) years.
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Table (28) Life table for females in Iraq using COMBIN application with United Nations General model pattern for the year (2010) Age 0 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100



q (x) 0.02886 0.00529 0.00427 0.00248 0.00354 0.00509 0.00647 0.00824 0.01101 0.01523 0.02193 0.03273 0.05001 0.07778 0.12337 0.19099 0.28259 0.41540 0.56248 0.70752 0.82546 ...



l (x) 100000 97114 96600 96187 95949 95610 95123 94507 93729 92697 91285 89283 86361 82041 75660 66326 53658 38495 22504 9846 2880 503



d (x) 2886 514 413 238 339 487 616 779 1032 1412 2002 2922 4319 6381 9334 12668 15163 15991 12658 6966 2377 503



L (x) 97508 387159 481968 480341 478947 476892 474137 470674 466192 460150 451723 439577 421711 395288 356319 301274 231210 151980 78777 29430 7173 1093



T (x) 7139525 7042017 6654858 6172889 5692548 5213600 4736708 4262572 3791897 3325706 2865556 2413833 1974256 1552544 1157256 800937 499663 268453 116473 37696 8266 1093



e (x) 71.395 72.513 68.891 64.176 59.329 54.530 49.796 45.103 40.456 35.877 31.391 27.036 22.861 18.924 15.295 12.076 9.312 6.974 5.176 3.829 2.870 2.174



According to the above life table infant mortality is (0.02886) which means approximately (29) children per thousand but it decreases with in the following years of life and it reaches (0.00427) that is (4) children per thousand while life expectancy at birth is (71.4) years. In general for the life tables using United Nations General model pattern infant mortality among males is (6) children per thousand more than infant mortality among females, and (1) child per thousand at age (5). While life expectancy at birth among females is (4.5) years higher than life expectancy at birth among males.
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3.9.6: Comparing Life Tables with Coale Demeny East and United Nations General Patterns As for males; infant mortality is (35) children per thousand for both patterns, but at age (5) in Coale-Demeny East pattern it is (3) children higher than in United Nations Pattern while the difference between the life expectancies at birth for the two patterns is very small which is (0.2) years being life expectancy at United Nations General higher. And for females; infant mortality is (29) children per thousand for both patterns, but at age (5) in United Nations General pattern it is (3) children higher than in Coale-Demeny East Pattern while the difference between the life expectancies at birth for the two patterns is very small which is (0.3) years being life expectancy at United Nations General higher.
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4.1: Conclusions Conclusions from the results of projections in chapter three, are as follows; 1. Total fertility rate (TFR) in Kurdistan Region had declined from (6.143) in (1987) to (3.6) in (2009) which means the average number of children that each woman has given birth to in her total child bearing age (15-49) years has declined from at least (6) children in (1987) to less than (3.6) in (2009) 2. Life expectancy has increased from (65) years for males and (67) years for females in (1987) to (72.8) years for males and (75.5) years for females in (2009) as mentioned in sections (3.3.1.5) and (3.3.2.4). 3. According to the projections done with the Coale Demeny East method the population of Kurdistan region has increased from (2,015,466) people in (1987) to (3,963,402) people in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (8) respectively. 4. According to the projections done with the Coale Demeny East method the population of males has increased from (1,021,350) in (1987) to (2,015,352) males in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (8) respectively. 5. According to the projections done with the Coale Demeny East method the population of females has increased from (994,116) in (1987) to (1,984,050) females in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (8) respectively. 6. According to the projections done with the United Nations General method the population of Kurdistan region has increased from (2,015, 466) people in (1987) to (3,947,439) people in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (12) respectively. 7. According to the projections done with the United Nations General method the population of males has increased from (1,021,350) in
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(1987) to (2,007,345) males in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (12) respectively. 8. According to the projections done with the United Nations General method the population of females has increased from (994,116) in (1987) to (1,940,094) females in (2009) as it is in tables (2) and (12) respectively. 9. The difference between total projected population numbers with Coale Demeney East and United Nations General is (15964) in (2009) as it is in table (14). 10. The difference between the actual population and projected population with Coale-Demeny East method in (2009) is (698,864) people as it is in table (20), which is estimated as NET MIGRATION, since it is assumed that net migration is zero for the whole projection period. 11. The difference between the actual male population and projected male population with Coale Demeny East method in (2009) is (325,750) as it is in table (21) which is estimated as NET MIGRATION for males, since it is assumed that net migration is zero for the whole projection period. 12. The difference between the actual female population and projected female population with Coale Demeny East method in (2009) is (373,114) as it is in table (21) which is estimated as NET MIGRATION for females, since it is assumed that net migration is zero for the whole projection period. 13. The difference between the actual population and projected population with United Nation General method in (2009) is (714,827) people as it is in table (22), which is estimated as NET MIGRATION, since we have assumed migration as zero for the whole projection period. 79
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14. The difference between the actual male population and projected male population with United Nation General method in (2009) is (333,757) as it is in table (23) which is estimated as NET MIGRATION for males, since it is assumed that net migration is zero for the whole projection period. 15. The difference between the actual female population and projected female population with United Nation General method in (2009) is (381,070) as it is in table (23) which is estimated as NET MIGRATION for females, since it is assumed that net migration is zero for the whole projection period. 16. According to Coale-Demeny East and United Nations General methods, the highest net migration number is (714,827) and the lowest migration number is (698,864) as it is in tables (22) and (20) respectively. 17. Total fertility rate (TFR) for Iraq in General is (6.8) and for Kurdistan Region is (6.143) in (1987) as it is found in section (3.3.1.4) and information obtained from Central Statistics office in Baghdad. 18. While the life expectancies for males and females are (72.8) and (75.5) years respectively in Kurdistan Region, life expectancies for males and females are (66.8) and (71.5) years respectively in Iraq in (2009) as it is stated by Kurdistan Statistics Office and the average numbers from the tables (25), (26), (27) and (28). 19. Infant male mortality is (35) per thousand in Iraq in (2010) as it is in tables (25) and (27). 20. Infant female mortality is (29) per thousand in Iraq in (2010) as it is in tables (26) and (28).
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21. Child mortality in males at age (5) is (8) per thousand according to Coale- Demeney East Pattern while it is (5) per thousand according to United Nations General Pattern as it is in tables (25) and (27). 22. Child mortality in females at age (5) is (1) per thousand according to Coale- Demeney East Pattern while it is (4) per thousand according to United Nations General Pattern as it is in tables (26) and (28). 4.2: Recommendations While applying two methods of projections and not having enough necessary data, some points are to be detected as recommendations through the results of applying these two methods of projections for the future researches; 1. Migration data should be collected out and in to Kurdistan Region, on basis of sex and five year age groups. 2. Applying standard forms of birth and sending them to all Birth and Death Offices in Kurdistan region, containing questions about sex of the child, age of mother, order of the child born, number of the births mother has given, …etc, so age-specific fertility rates can be calculated. 3. Collecting and gathering all birth data mentioned above for each governorate from all Birth and Death Offices at Directorate of Health in the same governorate and reporting it on monthly basis to Ministry of Health or Ministry of Planning and Kurdistan Statistics office. 4. Applying standard forms of death and sending them to all Birth and Death Offices in Kurdistan region, containing questions about sex and age of the person died, cause of the death and place of death so agespecific mortality rates can be calculated. 5. Collecting and gathering all death data mentioned above for each governorate from all Birth and Death Offices at Directorate of Health in the same governorate and reporting it on monthly basis to Ministry of Health or Ministry of Planning and Kurdistan Statistics office. 81
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Table (1) Population of males and females Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok Governorates according to five-age groups (1987) census [1] [2] [3] Sulaimaniyah Age Groups 0 1 to 4 5 to 9 10 t0 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Unspecified TOTAL



Male 19046 71213 76453 67195 62417 35017 15240 30052 21085 14197 15329 11617 12676 8803 5110 4529 2735 1913 1800 6780 483207



Female 17871 67713 72622 62169 55370 35901 24340 30585 21342 13209 12200 10930 12200 9214 5639 4122 2513 1696 1598 7282 468516



Total 36917 138926 149075 129364 117787 70918 39580 60637 42427 27406 27529 22547 24876 18017 10749 8651 5248 3609 3398 14062 951723



Erbil Male 16429 61440 63102 52341 47345 30375 13887 23513 15680 10986 11293 8842 10955 5196 3069 2739 1849 1348 1346 5599 387334



Female 15500 58468 60401 49323 42604 30238 21725 23372 16677 11166 10059 9101 9520 6777 3959 3085 1816 1510 1570 6234 383105



Duhok Total 31929 119908 123503 101664 89949 60613 35612 46885 32357 22152 21352 17943 20475 11973 7028 5824 3665 2858 2916 11833 770439



Male 6660 24969 26669 21107 18722 10563 5165 9027 6181 4024 3582 2954 3786 2061 1395 1195 756 576 542 875 150809



Female 6318 23501 25268 19561 15402 9408 7329 8804 5873 3436 2815 2973 3397 2729 1487 1306 712 584 566 1026 142495



Total 12978 48470 51937 40668 34124 19971 12494 17831 12054 7460 6397 5927 7183 4790 2882 2501 1468 1160 1108 1901 293304



Table (2) Ratios of population of “unspecified’’ age males and females of Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok to five-age groups in (1987) census Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



Males (Ratio) 0.1894 0.1605 0.141 0.131 0.0735 0.032 0.0631 0.0443 0.0298 0.0322 0.0244 0.0266 0.0185 0.0107 0.0095 0.0057 0.004 0.0038 100%



Sulaimaniyah Erbil Males Females Females Males Males Females Females (Number) (Ratio) (Number) (Ratio) (Number) (Ratio) (Number) 1285 0.1856 1351 0.204 1142 0.1963 1224 1088 0.1575 1147 0.1653 925 0.1603 999 956 0.1348 981 0.1371 768 0.1309 816 888 0.12 874 0.124 694 0.113 705 498 0.0778 567 0.0796 445 0.0802 500 217 0.0528 384 0.0364 204 0.0576 359 428 0.0663 483 0.0616 345 0.062 387 300 0.0463 337 0.0411 230 0.0443 276 202 0.0286 208 0.0288 161 0.0296 185 218 0.0265 193 0.0296 166 0.0267 166 165 0.0237 173 0.0232 130 0.0241 151 180 0.0265 193 0.0287 161 0.0253 157 125 0.02 145 0.0136 76 0.018 112 74 0.0122 89 0.008 45 0.0105 65 64 0.0089 65 0.0072 40 0.0082 51 39 0.0054 40 0.0048 27 0.0048 30 27 0.0037 27 0.0035 20 0.004 25 26 0.0035 25 0.0035 20 0.0042 26 6780 100% 7282 100% 5599 100% 6234



Males (Ratio) 0.211 0.1779 0.1408 0.1249 0.0705 0.0344 0.0602 0.0412 0.0268 0.0239 0.0197 0.0253 0.0137 0.0093 0.008 0.005 0.0038 0.0036 100%



Duhok Males Females Females (Number) (Ratio) (Number) 185 0.2108 216 156 0.1786 183 123 0.1383 142 109 0.1089 111 62 0.0665 68 30 0.0518 53 53 0.0622 64 36 0.0415 43 23 0.0243 25 21 0.0199 21 17 0.021 22 22 0.024 25 12 0.0193 20 8 0.0105 11 7 0.0092 9 4 0.005 5 4 0.0041 4 3 0.004 4 875 100% 1026



Table (3) Final adjusted population of males and females in Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok Governorate according to five-age groups (1987) census Sulaimaniyah Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 t0 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ TOTAL



Male 91544 77541 68151 63305 35515 15457 30480 21385 14399 15547 11782 12856 8928 5184 4593 2774 1940 1826 483207



Female 86935 73769 63150 56244 36468 24724 31068 21679 13417 12393 11103 12393 9359 5728 4187 2553 1723 1623 468516



Total 178479 151310 131301 119549 71983 40181 61548 43064 27816 27940 22885 25249 18287 10912 8780 5327 3663 3449 951723



Erbil Male 79011 64027 53109 48039 30820 14091 23858 15910 11147 11459 8972 11116 5272 3114 2779 1876 1368 1366 387334



Female 75192 61400 50139 43309 30738 22084 23759 16953 11351 10225 9252 9677 6889 4024 3136 1846 1535 1596 383105



Duhok Total 154203 125427 103248 91348 61558 36175 47617 32863 22498 21684 18224 20793 12161 7138 5915 3722 2903 2962 770439



Male 31814 26825 21230 18831 10625 5195 9080 6217 4047 3603 2971 3808 2073 1403 1202 760 580 545 150809



Female 30035 25451 19703 15513 9476 7382 8868 5916 3461 2836 2995 3422 2749 1498 1315 717 588 570 142495



Total 61849 52276 40933 34344 20101 12577 17948 12133 7508 6439 5966 7230 4822 2901 2517 1477 1168 1115 293304



Table (4) Registered live births for both sexes in (1986) for the the three governoratesof Erbil, Sulaimaniyah and Duhok [16]



Erbil Sulaimaniyah Duhok Total



Males 8249 11817 4618 24684



Females 8269 10825 4441 23535



Table (5) No. of births to women in age groups (15-19, 20-24, …, 45-49) in (1986) for Sulaimaniyah, Erbil and Duhok governorate [2] [2] [2] Age Groups 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 Total



Sulaimaniyah No. of No. of Women Births 92639 4038 35634 7158 24161 6227 30409 8114 21209 4699 13124 1630 59813 1180 276989 33046



Erbil No. of No. of Women Births 70811 3287 30054 6632 21607 6404 23252 7135 16595 4106 11120 1418 47232 803 220671 29785



Duhok No. of No. of Women Births 26553 1580 9370 2539 7308 2572 8762 3016 5850 1591 3425 517 16538 255 77806 12070



Kurdistan No. of No. of Women Births 190003 8905 75058 16329 53076 15203 62423 18265 43654 10396 27669 3565 123583 2238 575466 74901



Table (6) (ASFR) values to women in age groups (15-19, 20-24, …, 45-49) in (1986) and (2009) for Kurdistan Region as used for projections Age Groups 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49



ASFR (1986) 0.046867681 0.21755176 0.286438315 0.292600484 0.238145416 0.128844555 0.018109287



ASFR (2009) 0.027466952 0.127496896 0.167868079 0.171479437 0.139565873 0.075509758 0.010613005



Table (7) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1989, 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1989



1990



1991



1992



1993



Males Females 198317 187325 179210 171670 150822 142706 137569 123373 100496 92225 43911 58824 51694 60284 54426 53887 32798 33027 29823 25568 25507 23507 26027 24594 20634 21623 10641 13196 7970 8645 5613 5533 3421 3282 3051 3117 1081930 1052386 2134316



Males Females 196454 185314 185148 177358 156406 148453 138638 126104 111825 100493 53628 63624 43188 56963 59782 58385 35455 36273 28940 25725 27232 23988 24287 23696 22876 22737 11465 14447 7651 8648 5784 5840 3172 3069 2835 2870 1114767 1083987 2198754



Males Females 194166 183351 192201 183539 162207 154328 139713 128934 121591 108079 64823 69525 36707 54411 62900 61616 38833 39959 28487 26367 28699 24461 22892 22891 24511 23504 12584 15740 7504 8842 5870 6096 3012 2963 2629 2641 1149330 1117246 2266576



Males Females 191314 181616 200579 190104 167833 160073 141840 132483 129145 114430 76233 76123 34407 53703 62705 63007 42845 43954 28894 27723 29472 24787 22332 22398 25229 23824 13997 16990 7608 9312 5824 6254 2960 2975 2427 2427 1185644 1152182 2337826



Males Females 199502 189394 198608 187748 173235 165638 145405 136962 134040 119253 87786 83492 36931 55116 58522 62227 47848 48409 30149 29798 29410 24904 22805 22320 24880 23637 15780 18213 7925 10054 5657 6305 3003 3091 2233 2234 1223719 1188795 2412514



Table (8) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1994



1995



1996



1997



1998



Males Females 207966 197434 196861 185650 178666 171142 150185 142211 136547 122752 99611 91612 43518 58341 51142 59677 53643 53214 32070 32470 28756 24927 24091 22594 23680 23028 17833 19404 8405 10997 5431 6299 3103 3275 2058 2071 1263568 1227098 2490665



Males Females 216651 205683 195076 183727 184613 176841 155771 147964 137644 125501 110876 99857 53166 63125 42741 56412 58946 57679 34691 35679 27930 25097 25751 23076 22131 22212 19801 20435 9083 12069 5234 6331 3204 3476 1913 1947 1305220 1267114 2572333



Males Females 225535 214121 192857 181839 191673 183034 161572 153846 138748 128350 120598 107428 64285 69005 36343 53907 62042 60895 38021 39324 27522 25742 27163 23550 20905 21486 21236 21153 10002 13180 5159 6512 3252 3641 1808 1870 1348720 1308884 2657604



Males Females 234639 222768 190073 180173 200056 189611 167202 159601 140898 131916 128131 113776 75624 75581 34083 53228 61867 62293 41977 43276 27947 27086 27917 23881 20445 21054 21872 21466 11164 14259 5260 6902 3223 3747 1745 1843 1394124 1352461 2746584



Males Females 244004 231662 198299 187993 198121 187294 172610 165178 144478 136410 133029 118607 87113 82928 36602 54652 57755 61544 46910 47685 29192 29133 27882 24011 20930 21011 21584 21323 12626 15323 5506 7494 3129 3791 1717 1860 1441488 1397899 2839387



Table (9) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1989, 1990, … , 1998) using Coale-Demeny East Method Absolute Numbers



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 38664 36823 7510 6848 31155 29975



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 41919 39922 7356 6663 34563 33260



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 45353 43193 7279 6580 38074 36614



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 48891 46563 7239 6547 41652 40016



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 52634 50127 7230 6550 45403 43577



Annual Vital Rates 1989 Total Males Females 75487 0.0363 0.0355 14358 0.0070 0.0066 61130 0.0292 0.0289 1991 Total Males Females 81841 0.0370 0.0363 14018 0.0065 0.0061 67823 0.0305 0.0302 1993 Total Males Females 88546 0.0377 0.0369 13858 0.0060 0.0056 74688 0.0316 0.0313 1995 Total Males Females 95454 0.0381 0.0373 13786 0.0056 0.0053 81668 0.0324 0.0321 1997 Total Males Females 102761 0.0384 0.0377 13781 0.0053 0.0049 88980 0.0331 0.0328



Absolute Numbers Total 0.0359 0.0068 0.0291



Males 40254 7418 32837



Females 38337 6736 31601



Total 0.0367 0.0063 0.0304



Males 43625 7311 36314



Females 41548 6612 34935



Total 0.0373 0.0058 0.0314



Males 47103 7254 39849



Females 44860 6558 38302



Total 0.0377 0.0054 0.0323



Males 50731 7231 43500



Females 48316 6545 41770



Total 0.0380 0.0051 0.0329



Males 54598 7234 47364



Females 51998 6560 45438



Annual Vital Rates 1990 Total Males Females 78592 0.0367 0.0359 14154 0.0068 0.0063 64438 0.0299 0.0296 1992 Total Males Females 85173 0.0374 0.0366 13923 0.0063 0.0058 71250 0.0311 0.0308 1994 Total Males Females 91964 0.0379 0.0371 13812 0.0058 0.0054 78151 0.0320 0.0317 1996 Total Males Females 99047 0.0382 0.0375 13776 0.0054 0.0051 85271 0.0328 0.0324 1998 Total Males Females 106597 0.0385 0.0378 13794 0.0051 0.0048 92802 0.0334 0.0330



Total 0.0363 0.0065 0.0297 Total 0.0370 0.0060 0.0310 Total 0.0375 0.0056 0.0319 Total 0.0379 0.0053 0.0326 Total 0.0382 0.0049 0.0332



Table (10) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1999



2000



2001



2002



2003



Males Females 253406 240594 206805 196081 196406 185230 178048 170695 149265 141672 135559 122123 98880 91024 43149 57873 50487 59044 52625 52444 31082 31766 27290 24053 22158 21299 20569 20803 14306 16364 5861 8233 3009 3807 1711 1909 1490615 1445014 2935630



Males Females 262841 249556 215535 204381 194650 183337 184003 176407 154856 147437 136690 124894 110096 99249 52732 62642 42210 55837 57858 56869 33653 34926 26541 24239 23725 21781 19264 20103 15914 17277 6357 9072 2912 3857 1709 1973 1541543 1493839 3035382



Males Females 272296 258534 224467 212872 192460 181477 191069 182611 160662 153329 137828 127764 119786 106807 63781 68502 35913 53381 60924 60066 36918 38518 26194 24888 25060 22255 18253 19489 17087 17926 7031 9948 2889 4009 1692 2033 1594310 1544410 3138719



Males Females 281746 267502 233619 221571 189704 179836 199456 189198 166300 159095 140005 131348 127307 113152 75055 75057 33706 52734 60775 61469 40800 42416 26645 26216 25788 22595 17922 19145 17614 18234 7886 10810 2968 4298 1655 2084 1648949 1596759 3245708



Males Females 291066 276341 243020 230509 197937 187664 197546 186907 171720 164682 143605 135855 132213 117989 86485 82380 36224 54169 56756 60755 45640 46769 27877 28228 25790 22747 18420 19155 17400 18156 8962 11674 3126 4717 1607 2126 1705393 1650824 3356217



Table (11) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008) using Coale-Demeny East Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



2004



2005



2006



2007



2008



Males Females 297693 282619 252457 239476 206451 195759 195858 184868 177173 170211 148406 141127 134767 121521 98198 90453 42726 57386 49634 58313 51248 51469 29726 30809 25283 22817 19565 19464 16610 17763 10191 12530 3343 5230 1559 2172 1760887 1703987 3464874



Males Females 301391 286114 261932 248476 215189 204067 194132 183000 183143 175936 154009 146902 135930 124312 109372 98659 52237 62140 41520 55172 56389 55845 32228 33905 24638 23028 21000 19949 15602 17221 11360 13290 3641 5807 1526 2246 1815238 1756069 3571308



Males Females 301896 286575 271432 257497 224131 212567 191978 181165 190220 182153 159829 152806 137102 127203 119035 106205 63206 67979 35355 52775 59415 59016 35404 37424 24372 23683 22223 20423 14850 16757 12207 13847 4047 6413 1522 2372 1868221 1806859 3675081



Males Females 298916 283730 280929 266512 233295 221277 189264 179550 198617 188754 165484 158585 139308 130806 126547 112548 74406 74512 33219 52164 59300 60424 39182 41248 24851 24988 22904 20774 14659 16526 12582 14136 4564 7019 1552 2560 1919581 1856115 3775696



Males Females 291989 277138 290303 275403 242709 230226 197504 187387 196755 186495 170925 164190 142930 135330 131463 117396 85772 81814 35739 53613 55405 59751 43893 45521 26060 26947 22944 20952 15147 16600 12428 14128 5213 7636 1606 2804 1968786 1903332 3872118



Table (12) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1999, 2000, … , 2008) using Coale-Demeny East Method Absolute Numbers



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 56367 53683 7240 6568 49128 47115



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 60024 57165 7257 6595 52767 50571



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 63710 60676 7266 6611 56444 54065



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 61483 58555 7132 6473 54351 52082



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 58350 55571 6990 6316 51359 49255



Annual Vital Rates 1999 Total Males Females 110050 0.0385 0.0378 13807 0.0049 0.0046 96243 0.0335 0.0332 2001 Total Males Females 117189 0.0383 0.0376 13852 0.0046 0.0043 103337 0.0337 0.0333 2003 Total Males Females 124386 0.0380 0.0374 13877 0.0043 0.0041 110509 0.0337 0.0333 2005 Total Males Females 120038 0.0344 0.0339 13604 0.0040 0.0037 106433 0.0304 0.0301 2007 Total Males Females 113921 0.0308 0.0303 13306 0.0037 0.0034 100615 0.0271 0.0269



Absolute Numbers Total 0.0381 0.0048 0.0333



Males 58176 7248 50928



Females 55406 6581 48824



Total 0.0380 0.0045 0.0335



Males 61903 7264 54639



Females 58955 6606 52350



Total 0.0377 0.0042 0.0335



Males 62698 7203 55494



Females 59712 6549 53163



Total 0.0341 0.0039 0.0303



Males 60044 7060 52983



Females 57184 6394 50790



Total 0.0306 0.0036 0.0270



Males 56123 6918 49205



Females 53451 6234 47217



Annual Vital Rates 2000 Total Males Females 113582 0.0384 0.0377 13830 0.0048 0.0045 99752 0.0336 0.0332 2002 Total Males Females 120858 0.0382 0.0375 13869 0.0045 0.0042 106989 0.0337 0.0333 2004 Total Males Females 122410 0.0362 0.0356 13752 0.0042 0.0039 108657 0.0320 0.0317 2006 Total Males Females 117228 0.0326 0.0321 13455 0.0038 0.0036 103773 0.0288 0.0285 2008 Total Males Females 109574 0.0289 0.0284 13152 0.0036 0.0033 96422 0.0253 0.0251



Total 0.0380 0.0046 0.0334 Total 0.0379 0.0043 0.0335 Total 0.0359 0.0040 0.0319 Total 0.0324 0.0037 0.0286 Total 0.0287 0.0034 0.0252



Table (13) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1989, 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1989



1990



1991



1992



1993



Males Females 197966 187134 179096 171556 150799 142693 137608 123380 100550 92229 43922 58823 51677 60274 54391 53866 32768 33001 29791 25533 25481 23462 26013 24537 20647 21581 10678 13199 8046 8705 5725 5651 3559 3458 3276 3478 1081992 1052562 2134554



Males Females 195979 185076 184925 177133 156364 148426 138685 126113 111913 100501 53651 63623 43170 56951 59728 58353 35409 36234 28895 25676 27191 23923 24266 23617 22894 22670 11520 14446 7753 8727 5949 6011 3356 3298 3148 3365 1114794 1084142 2198936



Males Females 193651 183148 191775 183112 162138 154278 139761 128943 121713 108090 64864 69524 36691 54398 62829 61576 38769 39906 28430 26306 28642 24377 22864 22792 24531 23412 12656 15734 7628 8935 6084 6315 3234 3235 3018 3242 1149278 1117321 2266599



Males Females 190805 181453 199893 189457 167728 159989 141884 132489 129299 114444 76297 76123 34395 53689 62621 62961 42760 43887 28824 27649 29399 24686 22295 22283 25251 23709 14089 16974 7754 9417 6079 6513 3220 3289 2876 3109 1185469 1152120 2337589



Males Females 198870 189109 197780 187032 173082 165507 145439 136962 134218 119269 87881 83494 36925 55102 58434 62177 47739 48328 30064 29709 29324 24789 22757 22188 24901 23503 15892 18185 8095 10171 5942 6595 3305 3452 2729 2976 1223376 1188548 2411924



Table (14) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1994



1995



1996



1997



1998



Males Females 207203 197021 195895 184868 178442 170940 150205 142200 136739 122769 99742 91615 43518 58327 51058 59627 53509 53120 31968 32366 28659 24801 24029 22445 23698 22878 17969 19361 8602 11127 5737 6610 3452 3689 2591 2857 1263017 1226620 2489637



Males Females 215750 205133 193993 182903 184277 176525 155772 147936 137841 125518 111045 99862 53175 63110 42668 56363 58785 57573 34569 35558 27825 24961 25675 22911 22144 22051 19960 20376 9312 12213 5554 6658 3601 3945 2476 2768 1304421 1266365 2570786



Males Females 224489 213427 191732 181044 191130 182512 161548 153793 138943 128364 120804 107434 64309 68990 36282 53861 61860 60779 37876 39185 27407 25596 27073 23369 20911 21316 21417 21079 10267 13336 5495 6855 3692 4162 2399 2725 1347635 1307826 2655461



Males Females 233439 221921 188945 179405 199250 188866 167142 159512 141086 131925 128369 113784 75669 75565 34032 53184 61675 62172 41805 43119 27821 26927 27814 23688 20443 20875 22069 21379 11473 14425 5619 7267 3696 4309 2366 2735 1392713 1351058 2743770



Males Females 242640 230651 197026 187081 197177 186484 172502 165038 144655 136410 133289 118615 87186 82912 36557 54609 57568 61424 46707 47511 29050 28958 27769 23810 20920 20821 21787 21226 12987 15496 5897 7891 3620 4380 2373 2795 1439711 1396113 2835824



Table (15) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1989, 1990, … , 1998) using United Nations General Method Absolute Numbers



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 38660 36819 7502 6804 31158 30016



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 41910 39914 7426 6736 34484 33179



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 45342 43183 7434 6755 37907 36428



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 48878 46550 7474 6805 41404 39745



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 52618 50113 7541 6882 45078 43231



Annual Vital Rates 1989 Total Males Females 75479 0.0363 0.0355 14306 0.0070 0.0066 61173 0.0292 0.0289 1991 Total Males Females 81824 0.0370 0.0363 14162 0.0066 0.0061 67662 0.0305 0.0301 1993 Total Males Females 88524 0.0377 0.0369 14189 0.0062 0.0058 74335 0.0315 0.0311 1995 Total Males Females 95428 0.0381 0.0373 14279 0.0058 0.0055 81149 0.0323 0.0319 1997 Total Males Females 102731 0.0384 0.0377 14422 0.0055 0.0052 88309 0.0329 0.0325



Absolute Numbers Total 0.0359 0.0068 0.0291



Males 40248 7446 32802



Females 38331 6751 31580



Total 0.0367 0.0063 0.0303



Males 43615 7424 36191



Females 41538 6739 34799



Total 0.0373 0.0060 0.0313



Males 47091 7450 39641



Females 44849 6777 38072



Total 0.0377 0.0056 0.0321



Males 50717 7504 43213



Females 48302 6841 41462



Total 0.0381 0.0053 0.0327



Males 54581 7583 46999



Females 51982 6927 45055



Annual Vital Rates 1990 Total Males Females 78579 0.0366 0.0359 14197 0.0068 0.0063 64382 0.0299 0.0296 1992 Total Males Females 85153 0.0374 0.0366 14163 0.0064 0.0059 70990 0.0310 0.0307 1994 Total Males Females 91940 0.0379 0.0371 14227 0.0060 0.0056 77713 0.0319 0.0315 1996 Total Males Females 99019 0.0383 0.0375 14344 0.0057 0.0053 84675 0.0326 0.0322 1998 Total Males Females 106564 0.0385 0.0378 14510 0.0054 0.0050 92054 0.0332 0.0328



Total 0.0363 0.0066 0.0297 Total 0.0370 0.0062 0.0308 Total 0.0375 0.0058 0.0317 Total 0.0379 0.0055 0.0324 Total 0.0382 0.0052 0.0330



Table (16) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



1999



2000



2001



2002



2003



Males Females 251875 239414 205381 195017 195327 184356 177870 170481 149428 141658 135831 122131 98984 91008 43104 57829 50318 58929 52386 52252 30920 31573 27170 23846 22138 21097 20767 20698 14728 16543 6295 8671 3508 4413 2406 2894 1488436 1442807 2931243



Males Females 261143 248210 213951 203156 193456 182421 183712 176076 154999 147403 136962 124899 110235 99233 52688 62597 42067 55730 57584 56662 33467 34712 26414 24026 23696 21567 19449 19991 16399 17457 6844 9554 3415 4474 2442 3009 1538923 1491177 3030100



Males Females 270431 257027 222716 211479 191223 180589 190570 182071 160779 153268 138094 127765 119957 106791 63740 68454 35794 53282 60625 59846 36704 38281 26059 24667 25021 22030 18423 19369 17626 18104 7583 10473 3405 4645 2460 3118 1591210 1541258 3132468



Males Females 279709 265836 231694 220002 188464 178975 198692 188434 166378 158995 140260 131342 127504 113135 75024 75006 33602 52639 60466 61245 40552 42156 26495 25982 25739 22361 18078 19016 18189 18406 8518 11373 3511 4968 2451 3211 1645326 1593082 3238408



Males Females 288853 274519 240917 228759 196548 186655 196645 186077 171746 164531 143844 135839 132427 117971 86469 82327 36122 54075 56459 60534 45352 46484 27710 27975 25732 22507 18568 19016 17985 18318 9693 12270 3712 5439 2423 3289 1701205 1646585 3347789



Table (17) Projected five year age groups for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008) using United Nations General Method Age Groups 0 to 4 5 to 9 10 to 14 15 to 19 20 to 24 25 to 29 30 to 34 35 to 39 40 to 44 45 to 49 50 to 54 55 to 59 60 to 64 65 to 69 70 to 74 75 to 79 80 to 84 85+ Total



2004



2005



2006



2007



2008



Males Females 295307 280641 250177 237551 204905 194595 194819 183974 177124 169985 148627 141097 134988 121500 98202 90396 42615 57290 49368 58103 50912 51158 29535 30533 25217 22573 19711 19315 17180 17910 11038 13155 3987 6017 2393 3369 1756106 1699161 3455267



Males Females 298845 283990 259476 246382 213480 202740 192975 182063 182975 175592 154204 146851 136149 124288 109397 98597 52112 62039 41296 54977 56006 55511 32010 33602 24561 22779 21149 19788 16140 17351 12327 13937 4360 6669 2380 3480 1809842 1750639 3560480



Males Females 299206 284321 268800 255239 222251 211071 190772 180256 189841 181601 159992 152727 137312 127175 119082 106139 63066 67871 35166 52593 59000 58666 35152 37093 24282 23426 22373 20254 15354 16868 13277 14505 4861 7351 2402 3654 1862190 1800809 3662999



Males Females 296109 281366 278119 264094 231235 219603 188048 178667 197968 187977 165603 158468 139503 130770 126610 112479 74258 74396 33049 51990 58874 60069 38889 40888 24746 24718 23054 20597 15143 16620 13719 14795 5497 8027 2472 3908 1912896 1849431 3762327



Males Females 289100 274696 287309 272827 240467 228369 196136 186354 195958 185652 170985 164020 143107 135284 131537 117323 85620 81689 35566 53441 54997 59404 43551 45129 25936 26657 23087 20770 15631 16679 13585 14772 6294 8709 2576 4235 1961440 1896009 3857449



Table (18) Projected absolute numbers and annual vital for births, deaths and growth for males and females in Kurdistan Region for the years (1999, 2000, … , 2008) using United Nations General Method Absolute Numbers



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 56348 53665 7623 6970 48725 46694



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 59995 57138 7708 7057 52287 50081



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 63665 60633 7786 7130 55879 53503



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 61422 58497 7686 7019 53736 51478



Births Deaths Growth



Males Females 58260 55486 7554 6864 50706 48622



Annual Vital Rates 1999 Total Males Females 110013 0.0385 0.0378 14594 0.0052 0.0049 95419 0.0333 0.0329 2001 Total Males Females 117133 0.0383 0.0377 14765 0.0049 0.0047 102368 0.0334 0.0330 2003 Total Males Females 124298 0.0381 0.0374 14916 0.0047 0.0044 109382 0.0334 0.0330 2005 Total Males Females 119919 0.0345 0.0339 14705 0.0043 0.0041 105213 0.0301 0.0298 2007 Total Males Females 113746 0.0309 0.0304 14418 0.0040 0.0038 99328 0.0269 0.0266



Absolute Numbers Total 0.0382 0.0051 0.0331



Males 58153 7666 50487



Females 55384 7014 48370



Total 0.0380 0.0048 0.0332



Males 61866 7750 54117



Females 58920 7096 51824



Total 0.0378 0.0045 0.0332



Males 62646 7745 54901



Females 59663 7086 52576



Total 0.0342 0.0042 0.0300



Males 59969 7621 52348



Females 57114 6944 50170



Total 0.0306 0.0039 0.0268



Males 56023 7479 48543



Females 53355 6776 46579



Annual Vital Rates 2000 Total Males Females 113537 0.0384 0.0378 14680 0.0051 0.0048 98857 0.0334 0.0330 2002 Total Males Females 120786 0.0382 0.0376 14846 0.0048 0.0045 105940 0.0334 0.0331 2004 Total Males Females 122308 0.0362 0.0357 14831 0.0045 0.0042 107477 0.0318 0.0314 2006 Total Males Females 117083 0.0327 0.0322 14565 0.0042 0.0039 102519 0.0285 0.0283 2008 Total Males Females 109378 0.0289 0.0285 14255 0.0039 0.0036 95122 0.0251 0.0249



Total 0.0381 0.0049 0.0332 Total 0.0379 0.0047 0.0333 Total 0.0360 0.0044 0.0316 Total 0.0324 0.0040 0.0284 Total 0.0287 0.0037 0.0250



پوخته دیمۆگرافی لقیكی زانسته کۆمهاڵیهتییهکانه که گرنگی به لێکۆڵینهوه له دانیشتووان دهدات (لهرێگهی؛ لهدایکبوون ،مردن و کۆچکردنهوه) ،ههروهها بایهخ به پهیوهندی ههریهک لهوانه دهدات به سرووشتی ژینگه و گۆڕانی ئابووری و کۆمهاڵیهتی .نیشاندهرهکانی دێمۆگرافی بریتین له قهباره ی دانیشتوان ،تێکڕای لهدایکبوون و تێکڕای مردن ،تێکڕای رێژهی به پیتی ،پێشبینی تهمهن و مردنی مناڵی ساوا .جگه لهوانه ئهمانهش لهخۆ دهگرێت؛ رهگهز و دابهشبوون بهپێی تهمهن جا خهملێندراو بن یان داشکێنراو (  )projectedبهپێی گۆڕاوهکانی بهپیتی .بهکورتی گۆڕانه دیمۆگرفییهکان کاریگهرییان لهسهر ههموو بوارهکانی چاالکی مرۆڤ ههیه ،ههر له ئابووری و کۆمهاڵیهتییهوه تا کولتووری و سیاسی. خوێندن و توێژینهوه له بواری دێمۆگرافیدا لهههرێمی کوردستان گرنگه چونکه لێکۆڵینهوه و توێژینهوهی زۆر کهم لهو بوارهدا کراون له ماوهی ( )20ساڵی رابردوودا ،ههرلهبهر ئهوهیه که ئهم بواره له زانست بهدهست نه بوونی زانیاری و داتای پێویستهوه دهناڵێنێت لهبارهی لهدایکبوون ،مردن و کۆچکردنهوه .ئهمه جگه لهوهی لهساڵی ()1987هوه سهرژمێری گشتی دانیشتووان لهههرێمی کوردستان ئهنجامنهدراوه .ههربۆیه ههرێم پێویستی به توێژینهوه و رووپێوی زیاتره بۆ ئهوهی بتوانرێت پالنی ورد لهبارهی پێویستییهکانی دانیشتوان لهداهاتوودا دابنرێت. لهم توێژینهوهیهدا ئێمه دوو رێگای داشکاندنی دانیشتوان ()population projectionمان بهکارهێناوه بۆ خهماڵندنی دانیشتوانی ههرێمی کوردستان که ئهوانیش رێگای کۆڵ دمنی و رێگای گشتیی نهتهوهیهکگرتووهکانن ،له ساڵی ()1987هو تا ساڵی ( )2009لهسهر بنهمای زانیارییهکانی سهرژمێری دانیشتوان بۆ ساڵی ( .)1987لهبهر نه بوونی زانیاری و بهگریمانهی ئهوهی تێکڕای کۆچکردن یهکسان بێت به سفر ،توانیمان خهماڵندن بۆ تێکڕای کۆچ ( )net migrationبۆ تێکڕای ئهو ماوهیه بکهین واته بۆ ههموو ساڵهکانی نێوان ( 1987تا .)2009 ئهمه جگه لهوهی بهراوردمان کرد لهنێوان ههردوو رێگای داشکاندنهکهدا لهههریهک له بوارهکانی لهدایکبوون ،مردن ،گهشه و پێکهاتهی دانیشتووان .لهم توێژینهوهیهدا تێبینی ئهوهمان کرد تێکڕای بهپیتی له ههرێمی کوردستان بۆ نزیکهی نیوه دابهزیوه له ساڵی ()2009دا بهراورد به ساڵی ( .)1987له کۆتایی توێژینهوهکهدا دوو رێگامان بۆ درووستکردنی خشتهی ژیان بۆ واڵتی عێراق بۆ ساڵی ( )2009بهکارهێنا. لهرێگهی داشکاندنهکانهوه توانیمان رێژهی دانیشتوان بۆ ماوهی ( )22ساڵ لهسهر بنهمای رهگهز و گروپی ( )5ساڵی تهمهن پڕبکهینهوه که دهتوانرێت له توێژینهوهکانی داهاتوودا بهکاربهێنرێت.



به راوردکردنیرێگاکانی  خه ماڵندنوداشکاندنی   هه رێمیکوردستان ردنله   به پیتییوم  نجوومه نیسکوڵیکارگێڕیوئابووری  -زانکۆی   شیئه  پێشکه که یه  وه  توێژینه   رله  یماسته    ستهێنانینامه کانیبه  ده   پێداویستییه شێکله  وه  کبه سلێمانیکراوه   زانستیئاماردا 



الیه ن   : له   لیکه مال   مه  دعه محه   رپه رشتیپرۆفیسۆر   : سه  به   د.منعمعزیزمحمد



 2715کوردی 2015زایینی



ملخص الدميوغرايف فرع من العلوم االجتماعية يهتم بالبحث يف السكان (عن طريق الوالدات و الوفيات و اهلجرة)و و ايضا يهتم بعالقة السكان بطبيعة البيئة و التغريات االقتصادية و االجتماعية .املؤشرات الدميوغرافية عبارة عن حجم السكان ,نسبة منو السكان ,معدل الوالدة ,معدل الوفيات ,معدل اخلصوبة ,توقعات العمر و وفيات االطفال الرضع ،و كذلك يشمل اجلنس و التوزيع العمري املقدر او التوزيع املسقوط بالنسبة للمتغريات اخلصوبة .بأختصار الدميوغرايف له تأثري على كل جماالت نشاط االنسان ,ابتداءا من االقتصاد و االجتماع اىل جماالت الثقافة و السياسة. ان الدراسة و البحث يف جمال الدميوغرايف ضروري يف اقليم كوردستان لقلة الدراسات و البحوث يف هذا اجملال على مدى ( ) 20سنة املاضية .هلذا السبب هذا اجملال تعاني من عدم وجود معلومات كافية بالنسبة للحاالت الوالدة و الوفيات و اهلجرة .باالضافة اىل ذلك مل حيصل اي تعداد للسكان يف افليم كوردستان منذ سنة ( .) 1987االقليم حباجة اىل حبوث و مسوح اكثر لكي تتمكن من وضع خطط ادق الحتياجات السكان يف املستقبل. يف هذا البحث طبقنا طريقتان لالسقط السكاني لتقدير السكان يف االقليم هما طريقة كول دمين و طريقة امم املتحدة باستخدام البيانات يف تعداد سنة ( .) 1987بأفرتاض اهلجرة الصافية يف سنة ( ) 1987ولغاية سنة ()2009 صفر ,لعدم وجود البيانات استطعنا ختمني اهلجرة الصافية لفرتة () 2009- 1987ز باالضافة اىل ذلك اسطعنا املقارنة لكل من الوالدة و الوفيات و النمو ملكونات السكان بني الطريقتني لالسقاط .كما استطعنا مالحظة ذلك بأن اخلصوبة يف اقليم كوردستان مقارنة لسنة ( ) 1987قد اخنفض اىل النصف يف سنة (.)2009 يف النهاية متكنا من اتباع طريقتني يف تكوين جدول احلياة للعراق لسنة ( .) 2009عن طريق االسقاطات متكنا ملء نسبة السكان حسب اجلنس والفئات العمرية اخلمسية ل( ) 22سنة واليت باالمكان استعماهلا يف البحوثات القادمة و االستفادة من معلوماتها.



مقارنة طرق االسقاطات و التنبؤ للخصوبة والوفاة يف اقليم كورستان رسالة مقدمة اىل جملس كلية االدارة و االقتصاد  -جامعة السليمانية وهي جزء من متطلبات نيل درجة املاجستري يف علوم االحصاء
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